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CHAPTER I I NTRODUCTI ON 

The spectroscopy of medium mass and heavy even-even nuclei is 

characterized by the occurrence of low-lying collective states. The 

study of the nuclear collective motion is one of the most interesting 

topics in nuclear physics. The basis for this was laid by Rainwater}) 

and Bohr and Mottelson 2,3). In the following we will restrict ourselves 

to the models that describe the collective motion in terms of bosans. 

At the level of phenomenology one can regard most boson rnodels5 ,6) 

as generalizations of the second quantized version of the Bohr Hamil

tonian2) in which the collective motion is described in terms of the 

five quadrupole degrees of freedom ct
2

l-l A connnon problem connected 

with this formulation is that the boson-boson Hamiltonian cannot be 

restricted to two-body boson-boson interactions. The importance of high

er order terms in the interaction is also confirmed by Kishimoto and 

Tamura7) using the boson expansion technique. 

In order to solve the problem of infinite expansions Janssen, 

Jolos and Do"nau9) introduced a cut-off factor. This is analogous to 

the Holstein-Primakoff IO
) representation of SU(2). 

In a parallel development Arima and Iachello l
1) introduced in 1975 

the Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA) Model in which the monopole 

or scalar s-boson appears in addition to the quadrupole d-boson. Their 

formulation can be regarded as the Schwinger
12

)type representation of 

SU(6). The IBA-model marks a distinct departure from other boson models 
. d h 13) h models in that the boson number 1S conserve . Furt ermore , t at 

the boson could be regarded as a collective pair of nucleons 

With the exception of the IBA and of the Janssen, Jolos, Donau 

models the conventional boson models were successful only for spher

ical nuclei. The collective states of deformed nuclei were already de

scribed successfully in terms of the rigid rotor model of Bohr and 

Mottelson3 ,4). Each model broke down at the other limit. 

}lany attempts have been made to unify the description of rotational 

and vibrational nuclei. However, in all boson models, with the 

exception of the two mentioned above9 , 11), attempts to extend them into 

the rotational region involved introducing more and more higher order 

terms in the Hamiltonian. 
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Alternatively Kumar and Baranger l4 , 15) have investigated the Bohr 

Hamiltonian in first quantization, without recourse to bosons, and 

have developed a unified geometrical description of the collective 

motion. Their approach, however, entails extensive calculation for 

each nucleus. 

It is shown by Arima and Iachello that within the framework of 

the IBA-model it is possible to reproduce the properties of three 

different classes of nuclei which, in the conventional nomenclature, 

d 'b' 1 16 ) . 11 . d d l 7) correspon to v~ rat~ona ,ax~a y syrnmetr~c eforme and y_ 

b1 18) l' . . 
unsta e nuc e~. At these l~m~t cases the system may be solved 

analytically" For intermediate cases it involves numerical diagonal

ization of a relatively small matrix. We consider this version of 

the lBA-model in Some detail in chapter 2 and apply it to the even 

Samarium (Sm) isotopes. In the Sm isotopes a transition from 

spherical to deformed has been observed I 9) . 

Otsuka, Arima, Iachello and Talmi 21 ) have shown how to relate 

the IBA-model to the conventional
20

) shell model. The degrees of free

dom of the IBA-model are viewed as superpositions of nucleon pairs 

with boson properties, and in ref. 21 predictions are made for the 

dependence of parameters of the IBA-model on neutron and proton number. 

In chapter 3 the IBA-model is extended by introducing explicitly 

neutron and proton bosons. This version (lBA-2) has been applied to 

many even-even nuclei in different regions of the periodic table, 
. 22) . from the even Krypton up to the even Thorium ~sotopes . Calculat~ons 

for the Xe, Ba and Ce region are shown. 

The parameters of the IBA-2 model have a much more direct physical 

meaning than in the IBA-l model. A drawback of the IBA-2 model is 

that the model space, and thus the matrix that has to be diagonalized, 

is much larger than in the IBA-I model. Using the method discussed in 

chapter 4 it is possible to relate the parameters of the two versions 

of the IBA-model, which makes it possible to do the calculations in 

the simple IBA-I model, while still using the same 'microscopic infor

mation as in IBA-2. This becomes important in the discussion of 
odd-A nuclei. 

In chapter 5 the formalism for extending the IBA-model to odd

even nuclei is derived. Odd-A nuclei are discussed in the Interacting 

23) . h . 1e Boson-Fermion Approximation (IEFA) model by coupllug t e SlUg 

nucleon degree of freedom to the system of s- and d-bosans describing 

the even-even core. It. is shown that the particle-boson interaction 

. from the neutron-proton quadrupole interaction as used can be derlved 

in the description of even-even nuclei. The interaction appears to 

1 on the microscopic structure of the bosons. depend rather strong y 

Results of actual calculations in the framework of the IBFA

model are shown in chapter 6. As an application a calculation of 

excitation energies for the Europium isotopes is shown. 
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CHAPTER II THE INTERACTING BOSON MODEL 

2. I. INTRODUCTION 

In discussing the Interacting Boson Approximation (IBA) model
l
) it 

is convenient to distinguish two aspects, the macroscopic formulation 

and the microscopic foundation of the model. In this chapter the emphasis 

will be on the first aspect. We will discuss the underlying group 

structure and the description of the collective nuclear properties at 

the level of phenomenology, using the IBA-model in its original l ) 

formulation, hereafter referred to as lEA-1. The generalized version in 

which neutron and proton bosons are distinguished 2) (the lBA-2 model) 

will be discussed in the next chapter in relation with the microsopic 

picture. 

The construction of the Hamiltonian is discussed in section 2. An 

important aspect of the lEA-approach is that the total number of bosons 

is a conserved, finite number. As a consequence the set of boson states 

that span the model space is finite, which makes it possible to represent 

the Hamiltonian as a finite matrix. Since furthermore the dimension of >:.his 

matrix is not large, in most realistic cases smaller than 50 x 50, the eigen

values and eigenvectors can be obtained by making a full diagonalization using 

numerical methods. Once the eigenvectors are obtained, other properties 

as, for example, electromagnetic transition probabilities are calculated 

by evaluating the matrix elements of the appropriate operator between 

the eigenvectors. 

For special forms of the Hamiltonian i.e. for certain sets of values 

for the parameters in the Hamiltonian, the problem can be solved analyti

cally. This happens whenever the Hamiltonian exhibits a so-called dynami

cal symmetry3). These symmetries will be discussed in section 2.3. 

The symmetries appear to correspond to three different types of 

spectra observed in nuclei, that of an anharmonic vibrator4), an 

. I 5) d bl 6) Th h I ax~a rotor ,an a y-unsta e rotor . ese tree cases occur on y as 

limiting cases of a more general Hanriltonian. Since in the IBA-model the 

basis is finite dimensional, this Hamiltonian can be diagonalized numer

ically. This makes it possible to give also a simple but detailed de

scription of nuclei anywhere in between the three limits. This will be 

illustrated in section 2.4, taking the even Samarium isotopes 7) as an 

example. 
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2.2. OUTLINE OF TIfE HODEL 

In the lBA-model the collective properties of a nucleus are de

scribed in terms of a system of bosons which can be either in an 

s (L=O) or in a d (L=2) state. As explained in the next chapter a boson 

is regarded as a collective superposition of fermion pairs8). In the 

formation of these collective pairs only the valence nucleons will be 

important. TIlis means that the number of bosons is equal to the number 

of pairs of particles outside the closed shell. If, however, the major 

shell is more than half filled one should count the number of hole-pairs 

as will be discussed in the next chapter. 

As a consequence of this picture the number of bosans is strictly 

conserved. This distinguishes the lEA-model from most other boson models 

where the number of bosons is in principle unlimited. We will see that 

this boson conservation is an important aspect of the IBA-model which 

reflects itself in nearly all calculated properties. 

2.2.1. The Hamiltonian 

The most general two-body Hamiltonian for a system of s- and d

bosons that conserves the total number of bosons can be written as 

H I c -~/(2L+I)[(dtdt) (L) (dd) (L) ](0) + 
L=:0,2,4 L2 "0 

In this Hamiltonian EO is the 

energies of the sand d boson; the 

core energy; £' 
.~ s 

operators (s s) 

and 

and 

(2. I) 

the binding 

count the 
number of sand d bosons, respectively. The three constants cO' c

2 
and c

4 
specify the interaction between the d-bosons and similarly u

o 
specifies 

the interaction strength among the s-bosons. The interaction of the s

bosons with the d-bosons is given by v
2

, va and u
2

. 

f the calculation of excitation energies It can be shown that or 

only 6 of these 10 parameters are linearly independent. 

The effect of E~, '~or example, can be absorbed into E~ and EO by 

making use of the boson number conservation, TIs + lld 

h i' is the difference in binding energy between the s-were Ed = Ed - £s 

7 

'N- • t nt for a given nucleus, its con-and the d-boson. Since £s lS a cons a 

tribution can be absorbed in EO' Similarly the contribution of uo and 

b b d' E and c using u 2 can be a sor e In '0' £d L 

(2.3) 
1 -)_ 75 {(N-I nd 

and 

(N-I)N - 2(N-I)n
d 

+ I 
L=0,2,4 

(2.4) 

For a given nucleus EO is a constant affecting only the binding energy. 

The calculation of the matrix elements of this general Hamiltonian 

can be carried out in a ~ stra'ght forward way, using the coefficients of 

12) (cfp), in the spherical (SU(S)) basis as disfractional parentage 

cussed in section 3.2. 

structed analytically. 

numerically. 

2.2.2. Othep opepators 

In appendix A it is shown how the cfp can be con

The matrix obtained in this way can be diagonalized 

.. can be calculated in the framework of Hany observable quantltles 

IBA by evaluating the matrix elements of the appropriate operators. 

b h 't' n tensor of rank two The E2 transition operator must e a errol la 

S' 'th these constraints, and must conserve the number of bosons. lnce, Wl 

Possible in lowest order, the general E2 operator there are two operators 

can be written as 

(2.5) 
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where e
Z 

plays the role of the effective boson charge. The parameter X 

determines the relative importance of the two terms. In chapter 3 the 

microsoopic interpretation of X is discussed. 

The E4 and the monopole operator M(O) can be constructed in a 

simi lar manner 

T~E4) = e4(dtd)~4) and (2.6) 

11(0) = C + a
O 

(s tslO) + So (d td) (0) • 
(2.7) 

The monopole operator is used to calculate properties such as EO 

transi tions' and mean square radii. The EO transition operator is written 

as 

T (EO) _ -
- eOlld 

Eq. (2.8) follows from eq. (2.7) by using nd = !:r(dta) (0), ns 

(2.8) 

( t ) (0) s s , 

fi = N-fi and dropping the constant term and the term proportional to 
d s 

N, which do not contribute to transitions. The operator for a related 

monopole property, the mean square radius is written as 

(2.9) 

t This operator is obtained from eq. (2.7) by eliminating the (8 s) term. 

The constant has been replaced by <r2>, the mean square radius of the 

closed shell core. 

In the lEA-model it is also possible to treat particle transfer 

amplitudes. The transfer operator changes the number of bosons by the 

number of transferred nucleon pairs. Two-nucleon L = 0 transfer
10

) will 

thus be described by the matrix elements of the operators 

T(O) 
-2v 

T (0) = A t 
+2v 0 s , (2.10) 

where AO is a normalization constant. In the schematic discussion of 

two particle transfer we have preferred to use the simple form (2.10) 

over the more complete form (2.66) as used in the discussion of the 

Samarium isotopes since the general properties of the two formulations 

are the same. 

If the boson is particle-like as in the Samarium isotopes considered at 

the end of this chapter, T(02) describeJ'J two-nucleon pick-up and T(02) two-
- v + v 

nucleon stripping. However, when the nucleus is described in terms of neutron 

hole pairs coupled to a closed shell as in the Barium isotopes, discussed in 

chapter 3, T!~~ describes two-nucleon pick-up. 

------'1 
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2.3. DYNAMICAL SYMMETRIES 

As we have mentioned before, it is 

Hamiltonian exactly for certain sets of 

possible to solve the IBA 

parameters using group theoretical 

methods. In the following the relevant symmetries are discussed briefly. 

A more extensive discussion can be found in refs. 1-6. 

The Hamiltonian (Z.l) can be regarded as a general rotation in a 

six dimensional space. The six dimensions are formed by the s-boson and 

the five components of the d-boson, dZ' d 1, dO' d_ 1, d_ Z' It is a unitary 

operator because the norm (i.e. the number of bosons) of the vectorS is 

left invariant. This means that the general Hamiltonian can be discussed 

in terms of the group U(6), of all unitary transformations in six 

dimensions. 

ly 

of the U(6) group can be written down explicitThe 36 generators 

(2. II ) 

In special cases H_can be expressed in terms of the generators 

of a subgroup are a subset of of a subgroup of U(6). The generators 

h 1 under commutation. Under the these 36 U(6), generators, tat c ose 
1 ntum group, 0(3), restriction that each group contains the angu ar morne 

. d3) 
as a subgroup, three group chains can be ass~gne 

I U(6) '::J U(5) ::J 0(5) ::J 0(3) (2.12
1

) 

II U(6) ::J U(3) ::J 0(3) 
(2.12

II
) 

III U(6) ::J 0(6) ::J 0(5) ::J 0(3) (2.12
III

) 

These chains will be discussed more extensively in the following sections. 

. b wrl'tten as the sum of the Casimir operators If the Hamiltonlan can e 

h 't h dynamical sym-of one of the group chains (Z.12) one says t at l as a 

metry. Whenever a dynamical symmetry occurs the representations of a 

group are split in energy but not admixed with other representations. 

b class,'f,'ed according to the group reduction. The eigenstates can then e 

In these cases there exists an analytic expression for the eigenvalues. 

These analytic solutions arise only for certain values of the para-

(2 I) '/ "hall refer to them as limiting cases meters in the Hamiltonian . • ve v 

and label them by the first subgroup in the chain. 
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2.3.1. The BU(S) timit* 

The SUeS) limit corresponds to the group reduction via chain I 

of eq. (2.12). The 25 generators of the uCS) group can be written as 

(2.13) 

The quantum number with which the representations of this group are 

labeled is lld' 

The set GU(5) contains a subset of 10 operators that close under 

commutation, the generators of the group 0(5), 

The representations of 0(5) are labeled by v, the boson seniority, 

The eigenvalues of the quadratric Casimir operator of 0(5), 

are given by t vev+3). 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

The 0(5) group contains 0(3), the angular momentum, as subgroup. 

The three generators are given by 

t- (I) 
GO(3) = (Cd d)rn l. 

The eigenvalues of the well-known Casimir operator of 0(3), 

(2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

are L(L+l), where L, the angular momentum, labels the different 0(3) 

multiplets. In an 0(3) multiplet the levels are distinguished by M, the 

projection of L on the Z-axis. 

From the Casimir operators the most general two~body U(S) Hamil

tonian can be constructed 

*Here this !imitis conventionally4) referred to as the SU(5)-limit 
although the underlying group structure is U(S). 

(2.16) 

------------------------- I 

II 

4) 
The eigenvectors can be labeled with the quantum numbers of the 

various groups, 

Here [N] denotes the representation 

needed to distinguish the different 

(2.17a) 

of U(6) and no is a quantum number 

0(5) representations with the 

same v contained in one U(S) representation. It can be regarded as the 

number of d-boson triplets coupled to L = 0
4

) (see appendix A). It 

should be noted that this is completely different from the seniority v 

which counts the number of d-bosons not pairwise coupled to L = 0, 

i.e.(n
d
-v)/2 is the number of d-boson pairs coupled to L = O. There is 'no 

group connected with no' The allowed values for the quantum numbers are 

given by 

(2.17b) 

2;>., ~ L ~ :\ 

where L 2:\-1 is excluded. In the basis (2.17) the Hamiltonian (2.16) 

is diagonal with eigenvalues 

£'n
d 

+ K n (n -1) + K2 v(v+3)/6 + K3 L(L+1). 
1 d d 

(2.18) 

The eigenvalues do not depend on the additional quantum number no' 

The Hamiltonian (2.16) can also be written in terms of the para-

meters of eq. (2.1) 

H = sn
d 

+ E 
L=0,2,4 

(2.19) 

where 

s = ST + ~ K + 6K 
3 2 3 

4 Co 2K1 - 3 K2 - 12K3 
(2.20) 

I 
c 2 2K} + 3 K2 - 6K3 

A typical property of the energy spectrum in this limit is a trip-
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let of states (see fig. 1) with TId = 2 and spins L = 0,2 and 4 at 

about twice the energy of the 2+ h' 1 state W Lch has lld = 1. 

2 6":- + 
4-3+-

4+-
2
+-

2·-

0 0·- SU(5) 

Fig. 1. A typical.spectrumWith SU(S) syJ7metry forN= 6, In 
parenthes~s are the values of v and n o 

To be more exact and 
+ 

using the parameters of eq. (2.19), the energy 

of the 21 state is 

E
2
+(n

d
=l) = 8, 

1 
(2.21a) 

and those of tee triplet 

E
4

+(n
d

=2) 2£ + 8
4 1 

E2 + (nd=2) 2£ + 8
2 2 

(2.21b) 

E
O

+(n
d

=2) =: 2£ + 8
O 2 

Since not only the spectrum but also the other properties as 

B(E2) transitions show a strong resemblance wl'th thos f h . e 0 an an armonLC 

vibrator this limit is also referred to as the vibrational1imit. As an example 

of this limit in fig. 2 the spectrum of llDed is shown. 

The E2 operator of eq. (2.S) can change the number of ~-bosons 

at most by one, which gives a:;;; selection rule for E2 transitions: 

~nd = O,~ 1. The B(E2) strength for transitions in the g.s. band 

(L=2nd) is given by 

13 

(2.22) 

where N is the total number of bosans. The effect of the finite number 

of bosons, the factor (N-n
d
), is that the B(E2) strength increases slower 

than in the conventional vibrational model where B(E2;L+2 ~ L) 

2 () . 1 e 2 nd+l . At the pOLnt where nd = 2N the B(E2) strength in the g.s. band 

even drops with increasing angular momentum. 

Kill 1406 

E 110 
(MeV) 4SCd62 Exp. Th. 

3 

6·?i\ 
(od ,1) ("'to) 6.~\\ 

(Od,1) )2,0) 
4-3~ 2·- 4-3~ 2-

2 0·- 0·-

4'''-2+_ 0'--
4+_ + 2- 0·-

t- 2·-
° 0·- 0·- SU(5) 

Fig. 2. An example4) of a spectrum with SU(S) symmetry: IJgCd62 .. (N=7). 
The theoretical energies are calculated using (2.18) with 
£ = 722 keV .. a = 18 keV .. !3 = 10.3 keV .. 'Y = 10 keV. 

In table 1 some B (E2) values for the allowed transitions are 

given in units of B(E2;27 + 
+ °1 ) using the operator eq. (2.5) . These 

values can be calculated by using the coefficients of fractional 

parentage. 
+ 

Another difference with the conventional model is that the 21 

state in lowest order can have a finite quadrupole moment 

(2.23) 

The E4 operator, eq. (2.6), conserves the number of d-bosons, 

giving as the E4 selection rule ~nd = O. Therefore all E4 transitions 

to the ground state ~nd=O) and between the states of the ground state 
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Table 1. B(E2) values in the vibrational limit bethleen states with 
nq ~ 3. The factor (N-nd) for the transition between states 

t%1..-th (na.,+l) and (na) d-bosons is omitted. A * denotes that 
e matr1..-X element 1..-8 negative. 

Transition Transition 
n L. + TId ,L B (E2) TId ,L. -+ TId ,L

f 
d
i

, , 
f f B(E2) 

i ~ f 

1,2+ + 0,0+ 3,3+ + 2,4+ 6/7* 

2,4 + ->- 1,2+ 2 3,3+ + 2,2+ 15/7 

2,2+ + 1,2+ 2 3,2+ ->- 2,4+ 36/35 
2,0+ + 1,2+ 2 3,2+ + 2,2+ 4/7 
3,6+ + 2,4+ 3 3,2+ + 2,0+ 7/5 

+ 2,4+ 3,4 ->- 10/7 3,0+ + 2,2+ 3 
3,4+ + 2,2+ 11/7 

2,2+ + 2,4+ 2 144 
X 245 

2,0+ ->- 2,2+ 2 4 X 

band are forbidden. 

Since the EO operator, eq. (2.8), is diagonal in the SUeS) limit, 

all EO transitions are forbidden. Using the operator eg. (2.9) the iso

tope shift is equal to 

<~2> + - <~2> + 
°1,N+l 01,N (2.24) 

and the isomer shift 

<~2> + _ <~2> + 
21 ,N 0] ,N (2.25) 

is independent of N. 

In two nucleon L a transfer the only allowed transition is to 
the ground state of the adJ'aeent 1 nuc eus, 

(2.26) 

IS 

All the selection rules discussed here hold only in the exact 

limit where the Hamiltonian has the form of eq. (Z.19). ¥Then there are 

small d-boson changing terms added to this Hamiltonian, the selection 

rules hold only approximately. 

2.3.2. The SU(3) limit 

The procedure to obtain the SU(3)5) limit is essentially the same 

as for the SUeS) limit. In the following the derivation will only be 

sketched. 

The set of eight SU (3) generators is 

(2.27) 

where the SU(3) quadrupole operator is defined as 

~2) (2.28) 

and the angular momentum operator as 

(2.29) 

This group has again 0 (3) as a subgroup. 

In the d-efini.tion of the quadrupole operator in principle also +~fiis 
allowed instead of - t 17. This sign change makes no difference in the 

calculation of excitation energies, it will only change the sign of the 

quadrupole moment. 

In the SU(3) scheme the states can be labeled as 

\[N], (A,ll), K,L,M > , (2.30) 

where (A,l1) denote the SU(3) irreducible representations and K is an 

extra label one needs to distingu~sh the different states with the same 

spin that can occur in a single SU(3) representation. The K-quantum 

number introduced here is in fact the same as the X introduced by 
11). 5) Vergados . It 1S closely related to the K-quantum number used by 

Elliott 1Z) and in the geometrical description13) where it measures the 

projection of L along the symmetry axis. In analogy with the geometrical 

model we will refer to the 1 [N] , (A="'ZN-4, l1==Z) ,K=",O ,L> and the 

1 [N] ,(A="'2N-4,11=Z),K:::::2 l L> band as the S- and y-band, respectively. 
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The allowed values for (A,~) are: 

M ~ 0, integer 

~ ~ 0, integer, even 
(2.31 ) 

Within a single SU(3) representation (A,V), K and L can range from 

o $ K $ min (A,v) , even 
(2.32a) 

and 

K ~ L ~ K + max (A,V), 
(2.32b) 

with the restriction that if K ~ 0 only even values of L are allowed. 

As was the case for UCS), the Hamil tonian is diagonal in this scheme 

if it can be written in terms of the generators alone, which leaves 

(2.33) 

as the most general SU(3) Hamiltonian. Its eigenvalues can be written 
as 

(2.34) 

where C ().,. V) are -the eigenvalues of the quadratic Casimir operator of 
SUO) 

C(A,~) 
(2.35 ) 

The Q.Q and L·L interactions correspond to a special choice of the 

coefficients of Hamiltonian (2.1), the appropriate values are given in 
table 2. 

A typical SUO) spectrum is shown in fig. 3. It is equivalent to that 

of a rigid axially symmetric rotor in the sense that the energies in 

each band go as L(L+l). The main difference is i) in SU(3) the bands 

terminate at a certain angular momentum while in the rigid rotor they 

continue ad infinitum, ii) in the SU(3) scheme also the side bands 

«A,V) # (2N,O)) are included, while in the case of the rotor they have 

to be added ad-hoc as "8" and "y" vibrations. A typical feature of this 

exact SU(3) scheme is that the levels with the same spin and same (A,V) 

values (i.e. the 8 and y-band) are degenerate in energy. As an example 

of this symmetry in fig. 4 the spectrum of 156Gd is shown. 
6' 

E -10 
s 

E' 
d 

-11/2 

Co -7 

c 2 3/2 

c
4 

-2 

v
2 

2170 

Vo -4/5 

u
2 

-4/5 

Uo -4/5 

K 

K -6 

K +12 

K +6 

K -8 

K 

K 

K 

K 

TabZe 2. 

K' 

K' 

K' 

K' 
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The correspondence between ~he c~
efficients of the SU(3) Ham~lton~an, 
eq. (2.33) and the generaZ U(6) 
Hamiltonian~ eq. (2.1) 

Fig. 3. A typical spectrum with SU(3) symmetry for N ,= 6. 
Within parenthesis the val~s of A an~ V wh~ch 
label the SU(3) representat~ons are g~ven. 

E 
(MeV) 

3 <12,0) 

2 

12~ 

IO~ 
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a 2+--
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KVI 1404 

su (3) 
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E 15' 
(MeV) 64Gd 92 

3 
Exp. 

(24,0) (20,2) (16.4) OS,O) 

2 /.1 ~ifl~ ~l 
ro~ .~ 

4+- 3-

0'- ~.::::r 

,'-

0 

4'-
2'-
o~ 

Th. 

0·-

,.-
4·_ 
2·
IY" 

~VI 1401 

(16,4) (18,0) 

4:-1i: J 
~~F 0"--

SU(3) 

Pig. 4. 
An exampZe

5
) of a spectrum with SU(J) symmetry: 1%~Gd92' (N=12). 

The theoretical spectrum is calculated using eq. (2.34) with 
K = 7.25 keVand K' = 8.56 keY. 

If the general E2 operatoro£ eq. (2.5) is used, it is very hard to 

calculate the E2 transition probabilities analytically, As is the case 

for the Hamiltonian simplifications occur when the operator is written 
in terms of the SU(3) generators 

T(EZ)=o Q(mZ), 
m Z 

(2.36 ) 
1;which corresponds to taking X = -2 7 in eq. (2.5). Using this E2 operator 

the B(E2) values for transitions in the ground state band (A,~) = (2N,O) 
are given by 

B(E2,'L+2 + L) = 2 3 (L+Z) (L+I) (ZN L) (ZN L 3) °z 4 (2L+3) (2L+5) - + + • (Z.37) 

Here the factor (2N-l)(2N+L+3), which is not present in the equivalent 

expression for the rigid rotor, has its origin in the fact that the 

number of bosons (N) is conserved. This factor gives rise to the phBno

menum that beyond a critical spin value the g.s. band B(E2) values actual
ly decrease with increasing spin. 

Since the operator (2.36) is a generator of the SU(3) group all 

quadrupole transitions between different multiplets are forbidden. 

Violations of this selection rule occur if the Hamiltonian has SOme 

SU(3) breaking terms and/or if the form of the E2 operator deviates 

from eq. (2.36). For these cases expressions for branching ratios can be 
b . d

5
). b' h 1 1 o ta1ne uS1ng pertur at10n t eory. The resu ts for the most common y 

observed ratios are given in table 3. 

2.0 
B{E2;I-I-2l 
8{E2; 2 0) 
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Fig. 5. nd t te band transitions The B(E2) values for grou s a Ph l' 
in the nucleus 78Kr as taken from ref. 14. e ~ne 

the va'1ues calculated fromeq. (2.37) for represents t--

N = 7. 

+ Table 3. Some branching ratios for + 

the SU(J) forbidden tran-
B(E2;2 (K=O) + ZI1 10/7 + 0+) sitions from the 'B' and B (E2; 2 (K=O) -;. 

I 'y' band to the ground state 
+ band in the limit of N -7 00 • 

+ 
B (EZ; Z (K=O) + 411 18/7 + 0+) B (EZ;2 (K=O) -;. 

I 

+ + 
B (EZ; Z (K=2) + ZI1 10/7 + 0+) B(EZ;Z (K=2) -;. 

I 

+ + 
B (E2; Z (K=2) -;. 411 1/14 + 0+) B(EZ;Z (K=2) + 

I 

+ + 
B (E2; 3 (K=Z) + 411 Z/5 
B(EZ;3+(K=2) -r 2+) 

I 
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Using the operator eq. (2.36) the quadrupole moment of the states in 
the ground state band are 

IF L Q(L) ~ -e2 '5 2L+3 (4N+3). 
(2.38) 

The EO operator, eg. (2.7), is not a generator of SUO) and can 

therefore connect different SU(3) multiplets. However, since the dt 

operator transforms under SU(3) as the (2,0) representation only the 

states of the (2N-4,2) multiplet, have non-zero EO matrix elements with 

the ground state band (2N,O). For the j3 band they are given by 

. (2.39) 

A more general formula can be found in ref. 5. 

To calculate isotope and isomer shifts we have to calculate the 

matrix elements
5

) of the r2 operator (2.9) for levels in the ground 
state band 

<r2>(C) + N + 8 8N(N-I)+L(L+I) 
YO 0 6(2N-I) (2.40) 

This gives for the isomer shift 

I 
80 (2N-I) (2.41) 

and for the isotope shift 

3(2N+I) (2N-I) 
(2.42) 

Also the E4 operator (2.6) is not a generator of SU(3) and there

fore the E4 transitions from the Sand y band to the ground state are 

allowed. In the limit of large N, the B(E4) in the ground state band 

+ 4+) 2 B(E4;01 -+ 1 =e
435 

(2N-2) (2N) (2N+3) (2N+S) 

(2N- 1) 2 (2.43) 

are 
of the order N

2 
while those to the (2N-4,2) multiplet are only of 

the order N. 

The non-zero matrix elements for L o two neutron-transfer, 
using the operator of eq. (2.9) are 

A / (N+ I) (2N+3)' 
-1) 3(2N+I) (2.44) 

;--87-
<[N+I] ,(2N-2,2)L~0Istl [N],(2N,0)L~0> ~ '\J 3(2N 1)(2N+I) 

< [N-I] 
IN(2N+T)~ 

.(2N-2,O)L~0Isl[N] ,(2N,0)L~O> ~ Aol 3(2N-I) 

21 

d . k h ws up: In the pick-S tripping an P1C -up s 0 Here an asymmetry between 

. the 0+ state while it is in . . not possible to exc1te 2 up reaction 1t 1S 

'1 this argument is reversed Wh the bosons are hole-Ilce stripping. en 

(see the remark after eq. (2.10». 

2.3.3. The 0(6) limit 
6) 

Finally we discuss the third limiting case that occurs if 

the d in terms of the Casimir operators Hamiltonian can be expresse 

of 0(6) and its subgroups. 

The fifteen 0(6) generators are 

(2.4S) 

t of O(S), eq. (2.14) and We see immediately that also the genera ors 

. d' thl'S set, giving rise to ( ) (2. IS) are contalne ln those of 0 3 , eq. 

the group reduction (2.12c) 

The Casimir operator of 0(6) 

C6 ~ 2N(N+4) - 8 P6' 

where 

(0) 
+ l[ (stst)(O)(ss)(O)] 

4 

is given by6) 

(0) 
+ h.c.] 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

with eigenvalues 20(0+4) 

Following the group 

where 0 labels the different 0(6) multiplets. 

reduction (2.1 c e s 2 ) th tates are labeled as 

(2.48a) 

where v 

that in 

for the 

and n have the same o . (2. 17a). It should be noted meaning as ln 

ref. 6 the quantum number 

quantum numbers are 
6) 

a = N, N-2, N-4, ..... , 0 or 1 

o ::.: v ::.: a 

\ = v-3nC; ';! 0 

2\ ;;: L ~ \ 

v is denoted by or. The allowed values 

(2.48b) 
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with the same restriction as in eq. (2. 17b); L 'f: 2,\-1. 

The most general Hamiltonian with 0(6) symmetry can then be 
wri tten as 

H~AP6+BC5+CL2, (2.49) 

where the operators Cs and L 
2 

are given by eq. (2.14) and (2.15). The 

eigenvalues of (2.49) in the basis (2.48) are 

I I 
E(N,a,v,llo,L) ~ A 4 (N-a)(N+a+4) + B 6 v(v+3) + C L(L+1) . 

(2.50) 

The 0(6) Hamiltonian corresponds to a particular choice of the coeffi

cients of the general U(6) Hamiltonian, eq. (2.1). The appropriate 
values are given in table4. 

E' a 
s 

Ed 5 A + 
2 

Co 

c
2 

c
4 

V
2 a 

va _IS A 
2 

U
2 a 

I 
A Uo 2 

2 B + 
3 
4 

B -
3 
I 
3 B -

I 
3 B + 

6 

12 

6 

8 

C 

C 

C 

C 

TcibZe 4. 

The coprespondence between the coeffi
cients of the 0(6) HamiZtonian~ 
eq. (2.49) and the generaZ U(6) HamiZ
tonian~ eq. (2.1) 

A typical spectrum is shown in fig, 6. A characteristic property 
of this limit 

and a doublet 

. + + 
18 the repeated occurrence of a sequence of states, 0 • 2 

(4+,2+), where the energy difference between the doublet 
+ 

and the 0 is about 2.5 times as large as the energy difference between 

the 2+ and the 0+ level. Although at a first glance the spectrum 

resembles that of the SUeS) limit, 

In the SUeS) there is a triplet of 
there is an important 

states (4+,2+ and 0+) 
difference. 

at E 
x while in 0(6) there is only a doublet. Also marked 

the B(E2) transition probabilities. 
differences 

:::: 2£, 

OCCUr in 

15) It has been demonstrated by Meyer-ter-Vehn that the geometrical 

.. h' h shows most resemblances with the 0(6) limit is descrLptLon w LC 16 the 

bl d i f Wilets and Jean ) This model corresponds to y-unsta e mo e 0 

considering only the a = ~ N mult<plet of 0(6) in the limit of N .-+- =, 

196pt is 
78 

(6) 1 · . t' fig 7 the spectrum of As an example of the 0 LmL 1n . 

shown. 

Fig. 6. 

E 
(MeV) 

3 

A typical spectrum with 0(6) symme~ 
thesis are the values of a and no' 

19. 
7ePf lie 

EKp. Th. 

"VI 405 

(4.11 (2.01 (0.01 

2c.. ./\ 
oc.. 4-2_ 

0'- 2c.. 
0'-

0(6) 

and N ~ 6. In paren-

KVI 1408 
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Fig. 7. 196 
An examrlel?) of a spectr~ with 0(6) symmetry: 78Pt118~ (N = 
The theoretical spectrum &8 calculated using eq. (2.50) with 
A = 43 keV, B = 33.3 keV, C = 10 keV. 

As was the case for the SU(3) limit analytic formulas for B(E2) 

values can be given if the E2 operator is written as a generator of 

the group 

T (E2) ~ (tii d t s)(2) 
m e 2 s + m' (2.51 ) 

which corresponds to taking X o in eq. (2.5). The selection rules 

! 

6) • 
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for the E2 operator are 110 = 0 and tw =..:!:. 1. The B (E2) strength for 

transitions within the ground state band (a=N, no=D and L=2v) is 
given by 

2 (L+2) 
B(E2;L+2 -> L) ~ e 2 2(L+5) (N-v) (N+v+4). 

(2.52) 

Here the factor (N-v) (N+v+4) is due to the finite dimensionality and 

gives rise to a relative decrease in the g.s. B(E2) values with increasing 

L as compared to the y-unstable model. The B(E2) values for some tran

sitions within the lowest 0(6) mUltiplet (a=N) are given in table 2.5. 

Here the factor (N-v) (N+v+4) has been omitted. 

Transition B (E2) in units Toole 2.5. Relative strength 
Li (vi )-+ LfCv

f
) B(E2; + + of the allowed 21 -> 0 1) 

B(E2) transi tions 
2+ (I) 0+ (0) using operator -> 

(2.51) in the a=N 4 + (2) .,. 2+ (I) 10/7 muZtiplet for states 
-with v ::; :3 in the 2+(2) -> 2+ (I) 10/7 limit of IV -+ 6+ (3) -> 4+(2) 5/3 

4 + (3) -> 4+(2) 50/63 
4+(3) -> 2+(2) 55/63 
3+(3) -> 4+(2) 10/21 
3+ (3) -> 2+ (2) 25/21 
0+ (3) -> 2+(2) 5/3 

TheO(6) quadrupole operator given in eq. (2,51) gives rise to vanishing 

quadrupole moments because of the ~v := ~ 1 selection rule. 

Using the operator eq. (2.6) the E4 strength from the ground 
state to the first 4+ becomes 

B (E4 0+ -> 4+) == 2 9 
; I I e 4 70 

(2.53) 
N(N-I) (N+4) (N+5) 

(N+I)2 
Since the E4 operator is not a generator of the group it can connect 

different cr-multiplets. It is possible to show that the E4 selection 

rules are ~a == 0, ~ 2 and !w == 0, + 2. 
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1 . 1 ts The selection Also EO transitions can connect different O'-mu t~p e - • 

== O. The only allowed EO transition that rules are ~a ; 0, ~ 2, ~v 

connects the ground state is therefore 

(EO) I 0 <[N] ,a==N,v==O,L==oIT N ,a==N-2,v==O,L== > 
(2.54) 

The isotope and isomer 

elements of the ;2 operator 

shifts can be calculated using the matrix 

(2.9) for states in the ground state band, 

< [N] ,a=N,v,ll8,L,Mlr21[ N], o;N, v,n~ ,L,M> == 

2 c N(N-I) v(v+3) J + 
<r > + BO[ 2(N+I) + 2(N+I) (2.55) 

This gives for the isomer shift 

(2.56) 

and for the isotope shift 

2 N(N-I) 
"<r > ~ YO + BO 2(N+I) (N+2) (2.57) 

The selection rule 

st transform as the 

for two-nucleon transfer is ~o ==±1 because s 

and o == 1 representation of O(6).The only non-zero 

two-nucleon transfer amplitudes, a~e given by 

<[ N+ 1] ,o=N+ 1, v"'O ,L=O 1s t I [N] ,o=N, v=O ,L=O> 

<[ N+ 1] ,a=N-I ,v=O ,L=O 1s t I [N] ,o=N, v=O ,L=O> 

<[N-l] ,O=N-I,v=O,L=O!sl[N],a=N,v=O,L=O> = 

,1N+l) (N+4 ). 
'\J 2 (N+2) 

[N~(Nc-+CC;3)~' 

~ AO 2(N+I) (N+2) (2.58) 

shows up as in the SU(3) limit: two-nucleon Here a similar asymmetry 

0+ level of the 0 = N-2 multiplet while pick-up stripping can excite the 

hole-like this reasoning must be reversed. cannot. If the bosons are 

2.4. APPLICATION TO THE SAMARIUM ISOTOPES 

In the previous sections we have lscusse d · d the limi ting cases of 

t he rotational and the y-unstable limit. the model, the vibrational, 
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The merit 0-£ the lBA-model is however that these three limits are 

only special cases of a more general Hamiltonian which acts on a 

finite dimensional space and can therefore be diagonalized using 

numerical methods. This allows to give a unified and simple descrip

tion of not only the three limits but also of all cases in between. 

To show this a calculation is performed for the even Samarium (Sm) 
. 7) ... 
lsotopes USlng a very simple Hamiltonian and other operators 

where for the different isotopes the coefficients were taken con

stant or varied at most linearly with neutron number. In this way 

the merits of the model can be demonstrated much better than in the 

case that for each isotope the full freedom of the model is used. 

We have' selected the Sm isotopes for this purpose for two reasons 

i) the spectra show clearly a transition from a typical vibrational 

spectrum (148 Sm) to a typical rotational one (lS6Sm) and ii) there 

~s much experimental information available. 

2.4.1. Energies 

The simplest Hamiltonian that can describe both vibrational and 

rotational spectra is given by 

(2.59) 

Here E, K and K' are free parameters that in general depend on N
v 

and 

Nw' the neutron and proton boson n~ber respectively. In the descrip

tion of the Samarium isotopes-we kept K and K' constant and varied 

according to 

E :: E - e- N 
c v (2.60) 

With this simple parametrization for H we can recover the SUeS) limit 

if E: is large compared to N K
18 ) where N = Nv + Nn, while the SUO) limit 

is obtained if E is small. With this Hamiltonian it is therefore possible 

to st_udy the transition from the vibrational to the rotational limit. In 

the limits there exist analytic formulas to calculate the excitation 

energies etc. Close to an exact limit perturbation theory can be used, 

but in the transitional region we are interested in the calculations 

have to be performed numerically. For this purpose a computer program 

package "PRINT" has been written19) • 

The_boson number is determined in the following way. Sm has 62 

protons and the number of neutrons for the isotopes we want to cal-

culate ranges from 
84 (l4 6Sm) to 94 (l56Sm). Counting from the 

shell at at Z = 50 and the neutron closed 
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proton closed shell 
N 1 to 6 neutron pairs outside 

6 proton and v = N = 82 we have Nw = 

1 d S
hells Th'e total number 

of bosons, N :: Nv + N
lf

, ranges 
these c ose . 

f 146Sm to 12 for 156Sm• 
therefore from 7 or ..' 

f H I t nlan (2.60), uSlng 
h d,'agonalization 0 aml 0 The result of t e 

values of the parameters as given in table 2.6. is co~par~d 
the 0 0 ies of the Sm isotopes ln flg. 8. 

o th the measured excltatl0n energ . 
Wl clear vibrational structure with a trlp-
The spectrum of 148Sm has a 

h 2+ t te 156Sm is a 
of states at about twice the energy of tel sao . 

let . 1 ell developed rotatlOnal 
good example of an SU(3) spectrum Wltl a W 

= 2 bands of the (A=2N-4,p=2) 
band Furthermore the K = 0 and K 

. high and close together in the spectrum. 
multiplet lie relatively 

Tohle 2.6. Values of the parameters used 
quantities shown in the first 

to calculate the various 
column. 

Quantity 

Excitation energies 

Separation energies 

E2 transitions 

EO transitions 

Isomer and 

Isotope shift 

E4 transitions 

Two-nucleon 

transfer 

Notation 

eq. (2.59) 

eq. (2.60) 

eq. (2.63) 

eq. (2.5) 

eq. (2.8) 

eq. (2.9) 

eq. (2.6) 

(t,p) 

eq. (2.66) (p, t) 

Value 

c - 1260 keV 
c 

0 170 keV 

K 9.75 keV 

K' -6 keV 

A 15.730 MeV 

B -0.730 MeV 

e 2 
0.1279 eb 

X -!17 

eO 0.1298 

S - 0.02 fm2 
0 

fm2 
YO 0.30 

e 4 
0.2940 eb 2 

0 0.0964 mb/ sr. 
v 

0 0.1414 rob/sr 
v 
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Fig. 8. 
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The main features of th . . 
e trans]. tlan of the SU (5) 

are (see fig 9) 0th" to the SUO) limit 
+ " W1. lllcreas1ng neutron number i) the energy of 

the 21 state first d 
':! rops, proportionally with c' . 

value 6(tK-K') as the Q'Q and L'L t b ' It saturates at the 
+ erms ecome more ,·mp t t .. ) ene f h or an ,11 the 

rgy 0 t e 41 state drops steadl·1y . 
1n the region where £ is large, 

it is approximately E + ~ 2E + h'I 
. 4 2 ' W 1. e in the region h . 
1t approaches the 1 I E I were £ 18 small 

va ue 4+ = JQ E + as given b e ( ... 
most interesting beh " I. '3 21 Y q. 2.34), lUJ the 

aVlour ln tne tr 't' 1 
the 0+ ansl lana region is shown b 

2 state. The energy of th', y 
lS state at flrst drops 1· 

increasing N ' lnearly with 
slmilanly to the energy of the 4+ 

b 1 1 state since both states e ong to the SU(5) 
, nd = 2 multiplet, but then 

to become the head of the 

in the SU(5) region to 

it suddenly increases 

S-band. The energy changes from E + = 2£, 

E
02

+ ~ 6K(2N-1), in the SU(3) . °2 regl0n. 

Fig. 9. 
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Comparison between the calculated (full line) and experimental 
(points) energies Of the 21~ 41 and o~ states in the 8m iso
topes. The experimental points are taken from ref. 20. 

Experimentally this typical behaviour is observed in all sets of iso

topes where the SU(5) to SU(3) transition takes place, namely in the 

rare-earth (Nd, Sm, Gd and Dy) and the actinide (Rn, Ra, Th and U) 

regions. 

In the framework of the present approach also binding energies can be 

calculated. For this purpose a term 

AN + B N(N-1)/2 + C, (2.61) 

which does not affect the calculation of the excitation energies is 

added to the Hamiltonian (2.59). The contribution of EO to the two 

neutron separation energies, 

(2.62) 

where EB(N) is the binding energy of the nucleus with N-bosons, is 

.6.S
N 

= A + B N. 
2" 

(2.63) 

In the SUeS) limit the Hamiltonian (2.59) will give no extra contribution 

to these separation energies contrary to the SU(3) limit where the 

'I 
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binding energy of th 

is given by 
e ground state (A=2N,~=O) and L=O in 

eq. (2.34)) 

F,SU(3) 2 
-B "K(4N + 6N). 

(2.64) 
This combined with EO will give 

N 
S2)SU(3)) "" A + B N + K(8N+ 1 0) , 

(2.65) 
where the last term can be 

deformation. (It should be 
regarded as the energy gal'n 

corning from the 
noted that the size of this ff 

the lEA-model, closely related to the e ect is, in 
EO+ = 6K(2N-I). In th . . excitation energy of the 0+ state 

2 e trans~tlonal region there exist 
formulas and h no analytic 

t e results have to be obtained from the numerl'cal dl'a
gonalization f h 

ate Hamiltonian (2 59) Th 
d . . e results of the 1 1 . an the experiment Ilea eu atlon 

a va lies are shown in fig. 10 I . 
good symmetry (SU(S) f . n the regLons of 

energy drops linearlyw::h NN,< 88 and SU(3) for N > 92) the separation 
as expected on the basis of 

and eq. (2.65). In h eq. (2.63) 
t e transitional region, . 

~n contrast it stays constant; This is i d ' 
n goo agreement with experiment 

the changes are although there 
even more pronounced. Th 

B e values obtained for A and ar.e listed in table 6. 

82 

Fig. 10. 
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98 

C • 
(ompar&~on between calcuZated 
fu~l-l~ne) and experimental 
(po~n~s) ~o-neutron separation 
e~epg~es :n the 8m isotopes. 
T e exper~mental points are 
froom ref. 21. 
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2.4.2. E2 and E4 transitions 

The general form of the E2 ope_rator is given in eq. (2.5). In 

the present calculation~ we restricted ourselves to the SU(3) quadru

pole operator of eq. (2.36) (X~-~/7 in eq. (2.5)). The advantage of 

the use of this operator is that its matrix elements can be calculated 

analytically in the vibrational and in the rotational limit. As we 

will see in the following this choice gives also good agreement with 

experiment. 
+ 0+) In fig. 11 the calculated and measured B(E2;21 + 1 values are 

shown. The value of the effective charge (e2 = 0.1279 eb) is determined 

by equating the calculated and experimental value for the 

B(E2;27 + 07) in 154Sm. The transition fr~m SU(5) to SU(3) manifests 

itself in a sharp increase in the B(E2) value-due to a change from 
2 

anN(eq. 2.22) toanN (eq. 2.37) dependence. 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

• 
• 

• 
• 

82 86 90 
Neutron Number 

KVI 926 

94 98 

Fig. 11. Comparison between caZ
culated (fUll-line) and 
experimental (points) 
B(E2) values in the Sm 
isotopes. The experimen
tal points are from 
ref. 22. 

+ + 
It is instructive to plot also the ratio R = B(E2;4

1 
+ 21)/ 

B(E2;2; + 0;) which is expected to change from 2(N+l)/N ~ 2 in the 

vibrational region to 10(N-l)(2N+5)/7N(2N+3) ~ ]0/7 in the rotational 

region. As can be seen from fig. 12 the calculated values are in agree

ment with the experiment. 
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Pig. 12. Comparison between calculated 
(fUZZ-line) and experimental 
(points) B(E2;41 + 21)/ 

B(E2; 21 + Oi) ratios in the 
Sm isotopes. The experimental 
points are from ref, 22. The 
broken line (EM) represents 
the geometrical rotational 
value. 

+ Other known absolute BCE2) values are the B(E2;2
2 

->- + 
0 1) and the 

B(E2;2; T,O~). In both the SUCS) and in the SU(3) limits 
these are zero 

because in SUCS) these transitions would violate the ~nd = 0, ~ 1 selection 

rule while in SUO) they are forbidden by the iJ.J.. = tql =:: 0 rule. In the 

transitional region these rules are no longer valid. The transition, 

however, will still strongly be hindered (less than 5% of the 

B(E2;27 + 
0

7» as can be seen in fig. 13. Since these B(E2) values are 

very small they are very sensitive to small changes in the wave functions. 

They are also very sensitive to the precise choice of X in the E2 operator. 

2 
VI1202 Fig. 13. Comparison bet~een calculated 

62
Sm (fuZZ-Zine) and experimental ¢ 

(points) B (E2) vaZues for the ¢ 
forbidden 2~ + 01 and 2k + 01 ¢ ~-t-.o+ transitions in the Sm isotopes. /3 I 
The experimental points are "'.0 
from ref. 23. '" "'w 0 IQ 

@ 
W 

m 

+ + 
~22-01 

o I 
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For most of the other transitions the absolute B(E2) values are 

not known ut b only branching ratios. In fig. 14 some branching ratios 

these ratios in the two limits can 1 d The expected values for are patte . 1 h 

. 2.3. In the SUeS) limit a1 t ese be extracted from the tables 2. 1 and 

numerator vanishes with the exception t'os go to zero because the ra ~ + + 
f R - B(EZ'2+ + 4+)/B(E2;22 + 2

1
) , 

o 2 - , 4 1 + + the numerator and the denominator R3 ~ B(E2;2; + °7)/B(E2);23 -> 21) both 

S/35(N-I). In the ratio 

vanish. In first order perturbation theory 

still vanish while the denominator becomes 

2.5 

o 
82 

"y,,'" ~-r---r ----,------,---,-----,--------" 

62
Sm 

8M 

8M 
----+'--:;:------ --+- +) 
B(E2;31_21 J/B(E2;3i41 

~~,~ 
Neutron Number 

Fig. 14. 

however, the 

finiteS) . 

numerator will 

Comparison between ca~culated 
(full-line) and exper~ental 
(points) B{E2) values in the 
3m isotopes. The experimental 
points are from ref. 24. The 
broken line (EM) represents 
the geometrical rotational 
value25} . 
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In order to appreciate the significance of these calculations it 

is worthwhile to compare our results with those of the geometrical model, 

given by Kumar
26

) and shown in fig. 15. Here one observes that B(E2) 

ratios are very sensitive to fine details in the wave functions. As one 

can see from Kumar's results for 150Sm , the calculated values often 

deviate by orders of magnitude from the observed values. It is then 

even more surprising that the observed values and our simple calculations 

show a similar behaviour across the transitional region, as shown in 
fig. 14. 

if> 
o 

""5 
0:: 
0> 
C 

E 
u 
c 
E' 
m 

KVI 1.208 

K 

25 

O'--~~-'-'=='--'L-CL~_"----l 
82 86 90 94 98 

Neutron Number 

Fig. 15. Comparison between B(E2) 
ratios calcuZated in the 
geometrical model26) (K) 
and e~erimental data in 
150., 152, 154-Sm • The 

results of our calcula
tions (broken-line) are 
also shmm. 

The quadrupole moments are shown in fig. 16. Since the effective 

charge e 2 has already been determined from the calculation of the B(E2) 

there is no free parameter. The calculation shows an excellent agreement 
with experiment. 

One of the properties that changes most rapidly in the transition 

from U(5) to SU(3) is the B(E4;O~ ~ 4~). In the vibrational limit it 

is zero while in SU(3) its value is proportional to N2 . This rapid 

change is in good agreement with experiment as can be seen in fig. 17. 

2.4.3. EO tpansitions and radii 

In the IBA-model the EO operator is given by eq. (2.8). In the 

vibrational limit the EO transitions are forbidden because of the 

--------------------------~cl 
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Fig. 16. 

Fig. 17. 

3S 

Comparison between cal
culated (full-Line) and 
expepimental (points) 
quadrupole moments Q21 in 
the 8m isotopes. The ex
perimental points ape from 
ref. 27. 

Comparison between cal
culated (full-line) and 
expepimental (points) 
B(E4) values in the 8m 
isotopes. The experimen
tal points are fpom 
ref. 28. 

. 1 1· ·t the EO transitions ~n = 0 selection rule. In the rotat1ona 1ffi1 

fr:m the S- to the ground state band are allowed (eq. (2.39)) ~ut fromS) 

the y-band they are hindered by the approximate ~K = 0 select10n rule . 

b . f· 18 there's a very good agreement between the As can e seen 1n 19. ~ 

calculation and experiment. The value of 

eO = 0.1298 has been determined from the 

the monopole eff~ctive charge 

0+ ~ 0+ transition in lS2Sm. 
2 1 
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Fig, 18. Comparison between cal
culated (full-line) and 
experimentaZ (points) EO 
matrix e Zements in the 
8m isotopes. The experimen
tal points are taken from 
ref. 29. 

Another important quantity to calculate and which is expected to change 

rapidly in the transitional region is the isomer shift. From eqs. (2.25) 

and (2.43) we expect it to change from a constant So in the SUeS) limit 

to SO/(2N-I) in the SU(3) limit. Since N ~ 10 in the SU(3) region this 

means that the isomer shift is predicted to decrease by a factor 20 

in the transitional region. As is shown in fig. 19 this large drop has 

indeed been observed experimentally. The used value for So is given in 
table 2.6. 

The same So we deduced from the isomer shifts is used to calculate 

the isotope shifts ~ The parameter YO (see eq. 2.9) only gives a Con

stant contribution to the isotope shift, independent of the structure 

of the nucleus. In fig. 20 the results of our calculations is compared 

with experiment. Here also the "standard" isotope shift, defined as the 

isotope shift of a sphere of radius R = ~ Al/3 is drawn. Neither of 

these can account for the large drop observed at neutron number N = 90. 
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Comparison between cal
culated (full-line) and 
experimental (points) 
isotope shifts in the Sm 
isotopes. The experimental 
points are taken from 
ref. 31. The IIstandard ll 

isotope shift is also shown. 

As is mentioned before it is possible to calculate two-nucleon 

transfer amplitudes in the IBA-model. The transfer of two correlated 

. d d as the addition or subtraction of a boson from nucleons 1S regar e 

the nucleus. In the (t,p) and (p,t) reaction two neutrons are trans-

however, we do not distinguish neutron and ferred. In the lBA-mortel, 
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and proton bosans. For this reason we prefer 

general form10 ) for the operators (2.10): 
to use a slightly more 

" (Q -iii v v v 

(2.66) 

where n is the effective n t . vi eu ron paLr degeneracy, which we take equal 
to nv~ 2(126-82) ~ 22. The factor (N />1)1/2 . v counts the fractLon of 
neutrons and is discussed in chapter 4. The other factor in eq. (2.66) 
is similar to the reduction factors discussed in the next chapter. 
The results of the calculation across the transit~o 1 . 

.L na reg Lon is compared-
with experiment in f' 21 f Lg. or Ct,p) and in fig. 22 for ( p,t). The main 
feature of of the transition from SU(5) to SU(3) 's 

.L the drop in the 
ground 

in the 
state to ground state transition 

+ + 
01 + 02 transition amplitudes. 

and the corresponding increase 
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Fig. 21. Comparison between cal
culated (full-line) and 
experimental (points) 
(t,p) transfer intensi
ties in the 3m isotopes. 
The experimental points 
are from ref. 32. 
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2.5. SUMMARY 

In this chapter we have discussed extensively the phenomenological 

side of the lBA-model. We have seen that by making use of some group 

theory the IBA Hamiltonian can be solved exactly for some special choices 

of our interaction. The three different dynamical symmetries appeared to 

be very similar to three different geometrical situations namely i) the 

spherical anharmonic vibrator, ii) the axially symmetric rotor and 

iii) the y-unstable rotor. While in the geometrical description different 

models have to be used to describe the vibrator and the rotor, both 

limits can be described in the IBA-model with a single, very simple, 

Hamiltonian. This makes it possible to give a unified description of 

these limits as well as of all intermediate situations. To show this 

point a calculation has been performed for the Samarium isotopes, an 

example of a transition from vibrational to good rotational nuclei. 

Although a very simple Hamiltonian and other operators have been used, 

a rather good quantitative description of this transition is obtained. 
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CHAPTER III THE NEUTRON-PROTON INTERACTING BOSON MODEL 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter we treated the IBA-model in a purely pheno

menological way. We have not yet discussed the physical interpretation 

of the model parameters. In this chapter we will schematically show how 

the IBA parameters can be deduced from the microscopic shell model. 

We will follow the procedure proposed by Otsuka, Arima, Iachello and 

Talmi 1,2,3). 

The microscopic theory strongly suggests that it is important to 

treat the neutron and proton degrees of freedom independently. This 

has led to the introduction of the second, generalized, version of 

the IBA-model, IBA-2. In this model the nucleus is described explicit

ly in terms of neutron (s ,d ) and proton (s ,d ) bosons. From the 
\J \J 7f 1T 

microscopic theory it follows that in addition to the boson energies 

the most important part in the Hamiltonian is the neutron-proton qua-
2 3) 

drupole force ' 

H £ udv 
+ £ u d• + K Q(2) Q(2) 

v • v • (3.1 ) 

where 

Q (2) t- d+s)(2) (d +'i) (2) (8 d + + Xp p v(.) 
p p p 

(3.2) 

is the neutron (proton) quadrupole operator. Also the dependence of 

the model parameters on neutron and proton number can be predicted1) . 

The IBA-2 model has been applied to many regions of the periodic 

table. As an example of one such an application the description of the 

Xe, Ba and Ce region4) is discussed in section 3.3. In these 

calculations the model parameters are treated as free parameters which 

are allowed to vary only smoothly from one nucleus to the other. 

Furthermore, X (X) is assumed to be a function of the number of 
v • 3) 

neutrons (protons) only, as suggested by the microscopic theory 

In sec tion 3.4 the general behaviour of the parameters. determined in 

calculations as mentioned above, are summarized. The predicted N,Z 

dependence for K, XV and X~ agrees well with the result obtained from 

the phenomenological calculations. Only the single boson energy £ 

shows a different dependence. 
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3.2. THE MICROSCOPIC FORMULATION 

We turn now to three questions which arise in a microscopic 
treatment of the lEA-model; i) why does the -. - approx~rnat~on in which 
only s- and d-hosans are taken into account 

low-lying states in the spectrum; ii) which 
work so well for the 

are the most important 
terms in the Hamiltonian, 

the model pa-rameters. 
and iii) what are the predicted values of 

3,2.1. The s- and d-bosons 

The most important assumpt'on 
l underlying the lEA model is that 

the low-lying collective states of an 

in teFills of s- and d-bosans. Schiffer 
even-even nucleus can be described 

5) 
et at. have determined from 

shell model calculations the . 
matr~x elements of the effective inter-

action between identical nucleons. In fig. J the 
the Ig 9/2 proton shell are shown as an example. 

matrix elements for 

1.0 

E, 
(MeV) 

o 

-1.0 

KVI 1817 Fig. 1. Matpix elements for 
the (TIg 9/2)2J 
configupation 

-2.0 "<Oi--;2;------!4'~--!6~-"8~ 

A typical property of these matrix elements is that 

attractive when the two nucleons are in a J = O. (S) 

This is well known as the 

they are strongly 

state. 

interaction. F th 
pairing property of the nucleon-nucleon 

ur ermore, the interaction remains attractive for two 

it becomes repulsive. Consequently 

relative angular momentum J = 0 

nU'cleons in a J = 2 state. For J ;.,- 4 

the nucleons tend to form pairs with 

or J = 2. 

As an example let us first consider a nucleus with only two 
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nucleons outside a closed shell core for which, for the sake of concrete

ness, we will take the N = 50 closed shell. The two extra nucleons can 

occupy the valence orbits 2d 5/2, Ig 7/2, Ih 11/2, 2d 3/2 or 3s 1/2 

that form the major shel"! 50-82. In this example there are therefore 

five possible two particle L = 0 states. 

The residual interaction causes that of these five levels only one, 

the collective state, comes much lower in energy than the other four. 

This collective L = 0 state will be denoted in the following as the 

IS> state and can be written schematically as 

" IC")CO) f.,et. JJ > 
i J 

C3 _ 3) 

where the summation runs over the orbitals in the valence shell. Explicit 

contributions from orbitals outside the valence shell can be neglected 

in this collective state since they lie at a too high energy. 

A similar argument also holds for the L = 2 states. Of all possible 

L = 2 states, only one level will come much lower in energy. This 

collective L = 2 state will be denoted as' In> 

In> = I Bjj' ICii,)C2» 
jj I 

where again the summation runs over the valence orbits. 

(3.4) 

We may view a nucleus with 2N nucleons outside a closed shell 

in terms of these N nucleon-pairs coupled to collective Is> or In> 

states. To calculate the properties of the nucleus it is therefore 

sufficient to give a description in terms of these Sand n degrees of 

freedom. What we have gained with this procedure is that instead of 

having to use the full shell model space it is sufficient to consider 

the much smaller (S,n) subspace
1

) to approximate states of the 

nucleus. For a typical nucleus we are interes.ted in, 156 Sm, this 

results in a reduction from a lO 11f to a 10 3 dimensional space. Although 

we can no longer describe all the states of the nucleus, this appr.oxi

mation works well for the low-lying collective states of the nucleus. 

The calculation of matrix elements of the fe.nnion operators in 

the (S,D) subspace of the full shell-model space is still rather 

cumbersome, especially when one has to deal with many nucleon pairs. 

In order to bypass this problem it is convenient to map the space 

built on the Sand D fermion pair degrees of freedom onto a corresponding 

space built on s- and d-boson-like degrees of freedom. The relation 

between states in the two spaces is given by the following rules 1). 

~'I 

!.j 
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The image of the state with N S-ferrnion pairs is defined as the state 
wi th N s-bosans 

N N Is ; L ~ 0> + Is ; L 0>, 
0,5) 

Similarly, the state with one D-fermion pair and (N-I) S-fermion pairs 

is mapped onto the state with one d- and (N-I) s-bosans 

I 1l-1 I N D S ; L = 2> + d S ; L 2> , 
(3,6) 

For states containing more than one D-fermion pair this procedure must 

be applied with s~me care; for example the state In2; L = 0> is 

not orhhogonal to the state /8 2 ; L = 0> • For a general state with 

m D-fermion pairs, the boson image is therefore defined as 

IDm SN-m ; L >, ~ IdID N-m L > N 
..L -r S; ; m ::; 

(3,7) 

operator and we are left with the same problem as before that the cal

culations become cumbersome. It is shown by Otsuka et al. 2) that the 

k-body boson operator already provides a very good approximation of 

a k-body fermion operator, which simplifies the calculation of matrix 

elements considerably. The fact that the lowest order boson image 

suffices for a very good approximation may be ascribed to the presence 

of the s-boson. As we will see in section 3.2.3 the s-boson accounts 

for a major part of the effects of the Pauli-principle. In conventional 

boson expansion techniques B) one does not consider the s-boson and one 

is forced instead to compensate its effect by the inclusion of many 
higher order terms. 

The Sand D fermion pairs we have discussed are always pairs of 

like nucleons, two neutrons or two protons, ~ a neutron-proton pair. 

This means that we can distinguish neutron (sv' d
v

) and proton (8., d.) 

bosons as being related to neutron and proton pairs. 
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3.2.2. 1'he boson Hamittonian 

In the shell model the nucleon-nuc eon I residual interaction acting 

1 d 'ff t properties, compared ll'ke nucleons has. distinct y 1 eren between 

residual interaction. with the neutron-proton 

t hat for like nucleons the interaction is We have seen above 

d to J = 0 and to a lesser extent strongly attractive for pairs couple 

of this attractive force the for a pair coupled to J 2. Because 

when forming an Is> or a !D> pair state. In the nucleons gain energy 

boson Hamiltonian 

HO = £ 
S,V 

Ii 
s,v 

+ E fi 
S,'IT S,'IT + fi +E fi 

Ed,v d,v d,'IT d,'IT (3,8) 

. boson energies ES and Ed this is taken into account by the negatlve 

b d 'ff t for neutron which can in principle e l' eren for the s- and d-bosons, 

and proton bosons. 

for neutron (proton) fi and fi () are the number operators 
The s v(w) d,v 1T h number of neutron (N) s- and'd-bosons. Since in the lEA-model both t e v 

and proton (N'If) bosons are conserved we can rewrite Ho as 

HO Eo + £ Ii + £ Ii v d,v • d,. 0,9) 

where 

E' £ N + £ N 0 s,v v s,. • 
and 

£ £ ~ 

Ed, 'IT - £ £ £ - , 
s,' v d,v s,v • 0,11 ) 

Note that for a given nucleus EO is a constant and therefore contributes 

only to the binding energy. 

energy than· the d-boson (ES 

Since the s- os on as b h a larger binding 

is more negative than Ed) the difference 

EV('If) is always positive. 

Dropping the constant E ' (3.9) can be written as 0' eq. 

t - t -H ~ £ (d ' d ) + £ (d ' d ) o v v V 'IT 'If 1f 
(3,12) 

where d t and d are the neutron (proton) d-boson creation and 

v(1f) v(1f) The dot in eq. (3.12) stands for the normal annihilation operators. 

scalar product. 
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The properties of the neutron-proton interaction can 
most easily 

be seen by making a mUltipole expansion. In fl·g. 2 the 
mUltipole 

expansion coefficients, defined as B ~ I h 
A etA a 0 were 

a). ~.: L (-I)j,+j2+J :; j, j2 Ji
E 
.. 

J 1J 2 J j2 jl A} J(J 1 ,]2)' 0.13) 

are plotted for the neutron-proton interaction as 
6) determined by 

M. Moinester et al f 
. rom the spectrum of 208Bi. The strongest multi-

pole in this expansion is the A - 0 1 
- monapo e component. This monopole 

force contributes t b· d· o III lng energies but is f 1 
o on y minor importance 

for the structure of h t e spectrum. 

1.0 

f3, 
, , , 

" • , , 
0.5 -

, , 
\ 

o 

-0.5 

., 

.--_ ..... 
.-- (iI3/2",h9/2.".1 

0- (f 712"C/2".) 
----'--- .~ 

02 4>..6 8 

Fig. 2. MUltipoZe expansion 
coefficients SA as 
extracted6) from the 
spectrum of 208Bi 

83 125 

The effect of the other sizable l· mu t1pole, A ~ 2, is crucial. 
The most important properties of the neutron-proton interaction are 
therefore expected to be taken into account b 

y assuming it tobe apure 
quadrupole force 

v ~ q (2) • (2) 
\I'IT v q1T 

(3.14) 
where q(2) is the shell d 1 

\I ('iT) mo e neutron (proton) quadrupole operator. 
Also from phenomenological point of view the 

extremely important since it gfves 

ID> degrees of freedom in the wave 

in the structure of the Spectrum. 

quadrupole interaction is 

rise to a strong mixing of Is> and 

function and hence to collectivity 
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The interaction of eq. (3.14), defined in the fermion space, has 

now to be rewri tten in terms of boson operators. For this purpose we have 

to evaluate matrix elements of the fermion quadrupole operator in the 

S-D subspace of the full shell model space. The relevant matrix elements 

are 

(3.15) 

and 

c' 
p 

~ <D SN-I
11 (3.16) 

In here, as_well as in the follow1ng, p ~ V,'IT. 

In eq. (3.15) the factor IN' has been introduced in order to absorb 

part of the N-dependence. 

The lowest order boson quadrupole operator can be defined by 

equating the matrix elements (3.15),(3.16) to their equivalent in the 

boson space, with the result 

(3.17) 

where 

x = K I /K 
P P P 

(3.18) 

has been introduced. This quadrupole operator is the lowest order 
. . . (2) h 0 k apprOXlInat10n 1n the boson space to qp .It as been shown by tsu a 

et al. 2) that this is a good approximation. 

Applying the above procedure to both neutrons and protons, the 

neutron-proton shell model quadrupole interaction (3.14) can be written 

in the boson space as 

v ~ K Q (2) . 0(2) 
(3.19) 

VTI v 'TI 

where 

Q (2)= (/;! + dts )(2) + X (dt ;! ) (2) (3.20) p p p p p p p p , 

and 

K ~ K K (3.21) v TI 

The most important terms of the boson Hamiltonian can therefore be 
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written, combining eqs. (3.9) and ( 3.19), as 

(3.22) 

In the Hamiltonian (3.22) we consider only a neutron-proton quadru-
pole force. The f t th h ------

ac at t ere is no (strong) quadrupole interaction 

b:tween like nucleons can aI-so be shown by plotting the energy of the 

2} state for the even-A Ru, Pd, Cd, Sn, Te, Xe and Ba isotopes 
neutron number between 50 and 82 as is done in f' l.g. 3. 

with 

E2; 
V "" (MeV) 
o " 

'" 
o " 

" 

" . " . e, 

56 66 74 
Neutron Number 

Fig, 3. The energy of the 
2] state of the Bu, 
Fd" Cd., Sn,J Te.J Xe 
and Ba isotopes in 
the 50-82 neutron 
shen 

In the :~ isotopes, which have a Z= 50 closed proton core, the energy 

of the 1, state is essentially constant, i.e. independent of the number of 
neutrons l.U the 50-82 . h 11 major s e • A neutron-neutron quadrupole force 

would lower the excitation energy of the 2~ state once there are several 
neutrons added to the N 50 

~ core. If there is only one proton pair 
wi th respec t to the Z 50 ( 

~ core particle-like for the 52Te or hole-like 
for the 48Cd isotopes) the situation is completely . d1fferent. When in 
such. a case neutron pairs are added to the 

closed shells (particle-like 
for N ~ 50 and hole-like for N = 82) + 

the energy of the 2 state is 
lowered considerably. The effect . 1 

1S even more pronounced when there are 

more (two for Pd and Xe or three for Ru and Ba) proton pairs outside 

the closed shell. This shows clearly that the neutron-pro.ton quadru

pole inter_action plays a dominant role in the spectra cif even-even 

nuclei. 

The major part of the interaction between like nucleons has al

ready been taken into account via the boson energies but there could 

still be an additional flresidual" boson interaction. From the dis

cussion above it is expected that this interaction contains only d

boson conserving terms, 
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v 
pp 

" 1/2W[(dtdt) (L) (d d ) (L) ](0) 
L c L ' p p p p 

p V,'IT, (3.23) 
L=O,2,4 

The effect of Vpp will be significant only in nuclei with but a few 

neutrons or protons outside the closed shell; elsewhere the neutron

proton interaction is dominant. 

The major difference between the IBA-l and the IBA-2 model is, as 

will be explained in the next chapter, that in IBA-} all states belong 

to the fully symmetric representation [N] of SU(6), whereas in IBA-2 

also other SU(6) representations like [N-l,l 1 are allowed. From the 

spectra of even-even nuclei there is evidence that the states, not 

fully symmetric in neutron and proton degrees of freedom, do not occur 

below an excitation energy of about 2 MeV. To obtain this in the 

calculation one needs, besides the quadrupole force, a Majorana force, 

M v. 

+ (3.24) 

which affects only the relative location of the states with mixed sym

metry with respect to the fully symmetric states. 

For simplicity we take in the phenomenological calculations £ 
V 

Using this the IBA-2 Hamiltonian reads 

E • 
E. 

+V +V +M 
\lV 'IT1f \l1f 

(3.25) 

where Q(2) 
v ' 

Q(2) are given by (3.20), V and V~~ by (3.23) and M 
'I\" VV "" V1f 
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by 0.24). For a given nuel E . 
eus 0 1.8 a constant, depending at most 

quadratically on N a d N I 
V n n' t contributes only to the binding energy, 

3.2.3. Predicted N-dependence of the parameters 
The microscopic interpretation of the terms 10n 

makes it possible to predict the d 
the Hamiltonian 

number of neutrons and protons. 
ependence of the parameters on the 

In our derivation the boson energy E is determined by the differ

ence in binding energy between the Is> and th ID 
e > state. We therefore 

expect that E is independent of the number of particles. 

For the parameters of the quadrupole interaction the situation 
is more complicated. If we 

assume that all single particle levels that 
constitute a . h 11 

major s e are degenerate, simple predictions are 
possible. It 

seniorityl5) 
can be shown, within the framework of generalized 

that the properties of thlOs syst 0d 0 em are ~ ent~cal to 
those derived from a model in h O h h 0 

w ~c t e major shell is regarded as 
a single-j shell. This single shell must have 

a large value of j, so 

major shell. For example, 

single-j shell with 

as to take into account the size of the real 
the major shell 50-82 could be replaced by a 
j ~ 31/2. 

In the single-j shell picture h 
ted-boson number can directly 

be related to the fermion seniority, nd = 1/2 v. The seniority of a 
many-fermion state is defined as the 

number of particles not pairwise 
coupled to J 0 and is denoted by the quantum number v. In a state 
with v = 0 all I 

nuc eons are pairwise coupled to L = 0 and therefore 

I ]
02N' 

v = 0, L = 0> ~ IsN, L 

where N is defined by 

N N' 

N ,Q-N' 

2Q ~ 2j+l, 

if 2N' ~ ,Q 

if 2N' ;:: ,Q 

0> , (3.26) 

(3.27) 

stemming from the fact that the number of bosons is counted as the 

number of particle pairs or the number of hole pairs in the major 

shell, whichever is less .. 
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Similarly in a state with v = 2m, m pairs of nucleons are not 

pairwise coupled to .T = 0 and therefore this state will be equivalent 

to a boson state with m-d bosons, 

2N' I N-m m I j ,v = 2m, L> ~ s d, L> (3.28) 

.2N' Note however that for example the state IJ v 2, L 4> has no 

equivalent state in the s-d boson space. 

The 

directly 

N-dependence of the boson parameters can now be written down 

o f h 0 0 f 1 0 7) A 1 by mak~ng use 0 t e sen~or~ty orma 1sm . s an examp e we 

give the derivation for the quadrupole interaction. 

Naking use of the reduction formula for matrix elements in the 

seniority scheme, as can be found for example in chapter 28 of ref. 7, 

we can rewrite the matrix element Kp' defined in eq. (3.15), in the 

seniority scheme as 

2N' 
K IN ~ <j v ~ 0, L 

p 
01~(2)llj2N' v = 2, L 2> 

0 

~ VlliSPo-lli )' 02 01~(2)llj2, 
(3.29) 

<] v 0, L v 2, L 2>0 
(Q -I) 

p 
Eq. (3.29) can be rewritten using eq. (3.27) as 

(3.30) 

Therefore the N-dependence of K is expressed by the factor ~. 
p P 0 

Similarly we obtain 

K' 
.2N' 

= 2, L 21~(2)llj2N', v ~ 2, L 2> P 
<] ,v 

p 
_ ,Q -2Np 02 

v = 2, L ~ 211P11 j 2, 2, L 2> - &:=-f- <] , v 
(3.31 ) 0 p 

(n -2N') <Dllq(2')IID> / 
o p p (n -2) 

0 

Again the last two factors in the r.h.s. are independent of the number 

of fermions, 2N' and the N-dependence of K is given by the factor p' p 
(Qp-2N~) 0 

The above derivation can be given for the neutron and proton quadrupole 

operator, resulting in the following N-dependence of the parameters of 

II 
I' 
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the quadrupole interaction 

K K K 
V IT (3.32) 

and 

Xp ~K/K' ~XO (n-2N')/I(n-N)' 
P P P P P p p ; P = V,n (3.33) 

where the relation between N and NT 

N-dependence is shown in fig. 4 for 

0 _______ _ 

., 

~o--- ____ _ 

-, 
ro~-L_<oo._"-'oo~-L--~'--L~ 

Neutron nurrber 82 

is given by (3.27). The predicted 

the 50-82 neutron shell. 

Fig. 4. The dependence of £~ K 

and Xv on N as ex
pected in aVmicro
scopic theory with 
degenerate single par
ticle orbitaZs3) 

It is important to note that· i) . 
N • K 18 a very smooth function of both 

v and N • It does not change . .' .) . ,. rr __ slgn, 11 X 18 independent of Nand 
slrnl.larly X is independent of N. ... 'If \J 

V 'If' 111) Xv(Xn) depends strongly on 

-----------------------~'" 

the number of neutrons (protons) and changes sign in the middle of 

the shell where 2N 
p 

2N' = Q . As will be shown later, the relative 
p p 

sign of Xv and Xn has an important effect on the structure of the 

nucleus. 

using the relation between the number of d-bosons and seniority 

it can be shown why in the IBA-model the lowest-order boson-image is 

a good approximation to the fermion operator, while in conventional 

boson expansion methods 8) one has to consider terms of higher order 

in the boson operator. The seniority changing part of the quadrupole 

operator, for example, can be written as 

v = 2m+Z, L'> = 
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,2N' _ 2 LII (2)11,2N' <J ,v - m, q J 
(3.34) 

~ I(N-m) (n-N--m) I <' 2m+2 
(n-I 2m) J , 

v ~ 

where the index p bas been dropped. For small values of N (say 

, ) . . 1 h' (2). h f 2N < 2n In partlcu ar t e matrlx element of q In t e r.h.s. o· 

eq. (3.34) can be well approximated
2) by the lowest order boson 

operator 

,2m+2 2 II (2)11,2m+2 v <J v == m,L q J , 2m+2, L'> <" 

(3.35) 

since the effects of the Pauli principle on this matrix element are 

still relatively unimportant. However, the main effect of the Pauli 

principle on the matrix element eq. (3.34) is expressed in the 

numerical factor on the r.h.s. Even for small values of N, the term 

I(N-m) is strongly dependent on m which runs from 0 to N. In the 

lEA-model. this factor is taken care of automatically by the s-boson 

part of the quadrupole operator 

N--mll til N-m-I - ~N <s s s > - y l.'l-nl 
(3.36) 

This is not the case in the boson expansion method
8

) where this im

portant factor has to come from the expansion to higher orders. 

3.3. CALCULATIONS ON THE Xe, Ba AND Ce ISOTOPES 

The neutron-proton boson model has been applied in several regions 

of the periodic table. By way of examples in the major shell 50-82 we 
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now turn to calculations for isotopic chains of 54Xe, 56Ba , SSCe. 

The number of boson~, or equivalently the number of valence 

nucleon pairs are counted from the nearest closed shell, 
i.e. 

represents the number of neutron (proton) particle pairs from the 

beginning (50) to the middle (66) of the shell, while it represents 

the number of hole pairs from the middle to the end (82) of the major 
1 118 she 1. Thus for 54Xe64' N'/T 

N ~ 4 where the bar denotes the 
" 

2, N
v 

fact 

7 while for 128Xe N = 2, 
' 54 74' 'IT 

that the neutrons are hole-like. 

3.3.1. Excitation energies 

Jll the phenomenological calculations the parameters appearing in 

the Hamiltonian (3.25) may in general depend both on proton (N ) and 

neutron (N ) pair number. Guided by the microscopic theory as discussed " v 

in the previous section we have assumed that only E and K depend on 
Nand N , i.e. 

E(N , N ), K(N , N ), while X depends only on Nand " v 
Xv 

1fv 1fV 1f 1f 
i.e. 

have 
X (N ), X (N ). Thus a set of isotopes, (constant N ), 1f 1f V V v 

of isotones. (constant N ). 

on N , 
v 

the same value of Xv' while a set 

" have the same value of X1f' This parametrization allows one to correlate a 

large number of experimental data. Similarly, when a proton-proton, V1f1f 

and neutron-neutro~ Vvv ' interaction is added, the coefficients c
L 

are 

taken as ciV)(Nv ) and Ci1f
)(N

1f
), i.e. the proton-proton interaction will 

only depend on N1f , and the neutron-neutron on N
v

' Since there is no 

information on the location of the states with mixed neutron-proton 

symmetry we kept the coefficients appearing in the Majorana operator 

JllV7f (eq. 3.24) constant in all calculations; ~l :.: ~2 :.: 0.12 MeV and 

~3 = -0.9 MeV. A detailed comparison of the results with experiments 

is shown in figs. 5, 6 and 7, where, in order to make the comparison 
clearer, 

states have been separated into three different sets. 

The resulting parameters are given in figs. 8 and 9. They represent 

the best simultaneous fits to the entire region. 

It should be noted that these figures show also calculations for nuclei 

not known at present. The parameters for these unknown regions have 
been obtained 

9) 
46Pd • and 

from similar calculations for the isotopic chains 44RU 

------------~·I· 
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~Jll 
'0' 

2 

~2; 

-~J--5f.8--L-~66o-"-'7~4-"~82 5~'.-C6~6-"-C7~4o"~82 5OL-~~5~8~L-6~6c-L-~74.-L-~82 
50 Neutron number 

Fig. 5. Comparison 
in Xe. The 

between calculated and experimental energy levels 
e~erimental levels are taken. from ref. 16. 

2 

I 

50 

'0' 56
80 8~ 

~,: 
58 66 74 8 2 5Lo~~58~~--!6~6~-C;7~4~--.!82: 50 

Neutron number 
58 66 74 82 

Fig. 6. Comparison 
in Ea. The 

between calculated and experimental energy leveZs 
experimentaZ leveZs are taken from ref. 16. 

of 

to 

An inspection .L of f 'gs. 8 and 9 shows that the N7f- and Nv-dependence 

) b . d in this region is very close the parameter set (E,K,X
1f

,X
V 

0 talne 

that provided by a microscopic theory Wlt egener . h d ate single-particle 
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levels, for which the dependence is given by eqs. (3.32) and (3.33). 

The behaviour, for fixed proton number, is shown in fig. 4. 

(0) 

2 

50 

Fig. 7. 

5.e. 
(b) 

• 

5. 
66 

66 74 82 50 5. 
.2 74 • 2 50 5 • 66 74 

Neutron rumber 

Comparison between cqlculated and experimentaZ energy levels 
in Ceo The experimental levels are taken from ref. 16 

The results of figs. 5 - 7 are obtained by including the pToton

proton V ,and neutron-neutron, V ,interaction. However, we have 
1T1f vv 

repeated the same calculations with V ~ V 0 and found that the 
'!T1f vv 

effect of V and V is, in most cases, small. The reason is that 1T'/r vv 
spectra of nuclei with several proton and neutron bosans are dominated 

by the strong Q . Q interaction -in (3.25). The proton-proton and n v 
neutron-neutron interaction is thus important only in those situations 

when one has many proton bosons and few neutron bosons (V~~) or vice

versa (Vvv )· For example, the neutron-neutron interaction is relatively 

more important for 1~axe66 (Nn:::;2, N
V

""8) , than for 1~~ce66 (N
n

==4, N
v

==8). 

" 1706 T , T 

O~---------------l 
o 

~ 
:2 -0.2 , 

-04 

5LO--~--~58~-L--~66;--"--~7~4.--L~.2 
Neutron number 

., 
(01 

" 0 - -x 

(bl 

+0.5 

-0.5 

Neutron number 

Fig. 8 . 
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The parameters 8 and K 

used in the caZcuZations. 
AZthough as expZained in 
the text~ £ and K may 
depend both on proton and 
neutron number~ E: (NTf~ Nv ).) 
K(NTf~Nv).) no proton qe
pendence was needed ~n 
order to fit the data 

~~-r-··r--r~-~ 
(cl 

;.[---

-
(dl 

-

, , -

50 58 66 74 .2 
Proton number 

Fig. (v J a irJ as function of Nv and Nn 9. The parameters Xv", c,L an Xn", k (Tf) 0 (L _ 0 2 4) 
respectiveZy. For th~s region we too c L ~ -.) ~ 
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3.3.2. E2 transitim!s 

With the wave functions obtained from the diagonalizatiou of the 

Hamiltonian one can proceed to calculat~ all other nuclear properties. 

We will first consider electromagnetic transition rates. The E2 boson 
operator is given by 

T(E2) ~ T(2) + T(2) 

where 
~ v 

(3.37) 

T (2) - (2) Q (2) - (3.38) p - e p p' p - ~, v. 

The operator Q (2) could in principle be different from the operator p 

(3.20) ,appearing in the Hamiltonian. For simplicity, it has been 

taken the same. Then, electromagnetic transition rates depend only on 
b f · (2) (2) , , , the OBOrr e£ ect~ve charges e and e . On ID1croscop

1
c grounds 1t 

' (2) ~ v (2) 
18 expected that e~ depends only on N~ and e

v 
on N

v
' However, 

at this stage we are only interested in main features and we have 
(2) (2) _ (2) 

therefore kept e "" e "" e "" 0.12 eb for all nuclei. The COnstant - (2) IT V 

e then provides an overall parametrization. 

MBa 

A 
,,'" 

~ , 
M 00 

" ~ 
Naulrm rI.I:rOOr 

Fig. 10. Comparison between calculated 
and experimental B(E2.,·0; -T 21') 
values. The experimental 
values are taken from ref. 17. 

In fig. 10 B(E 2,' 0+\ + 2+\) values are shown. the results for the 

) 1 towards the middle of the shell 
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The enhancement 

should be noted. 

are shown. 

of the B(E2 va ues + + 

In fig. 11 the results for the B (E2; 22 -)- 2
1
) values 

" , 

"' -

. 

"' 

"' 

"' 

"' 

B(E2;z;.-2jl 
5ace ,"', 

,/ 
55Bo 

~/~ 
54Xe 

/~\ 
, .. " NeutlOO number 

,,' 

" 

Fig, 11. Cpmparison between calculated 
and experimental B(E2;2I-r 2!) 
vaZues. The onZy experimentaZ 
vaZue avaiZabZe is taken from 
ref, 18 

The experimental l'nformation on this quantity is very limited. 

( 2 2+ -r 0+) values are shown in fig. 12. Finally the results for BE; 2 1 . . 

sl'nce this transition is forb~dden ~n This quantity is rather small ) 

d 1 10,11,12 as discussed all three limits of the interacting boson mo e 

in chapter 2. 

Of the branching ratios the ratio R ~ B(E2; 

is of particular interest. In 

acting boson model it has the 

R a 
R 7/10 

R ~ a 

in SU(5), 

in SU(3), 

in SO(6), 

the three limiting 

values 

+ + + 
22 + 0\)/B(E2; 22 + 

cases of the inter-

0,39) 

" 
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Its behaviour is shown in fig, 13. Similarly, one can predict other 
branching ratios. 

B(E2;~-Oi) 
2. M'2e't.9 

f----. __ _ 

d 
50 56 66 74 82 

Neutron number 

Fig. 12. Comparison between cal
culated and experimental 
B(E2;2~+OI) values. The 
only experimental value 
available is taken from 
1'ef. 18. 

03 
B(E2;22~otl/B(E2;22_2t) 

Q2 

01 

5."" 
0.2 

01 

0.3 

0.2 

01 

1 1 ".<I.~n 
58 66 74 82 

Neutron number 

50 

Fig. 13. Comparison between caZ
culated and experimental 
values Of the ratio 
R = B(E2;2~">oi)/ 
B(E2;22 + 2!J. The ex
perimental values are 
taken from the Nuclear 
Data Sheets 

+ + + + + + Four of the!e, R' ~ B(E2; 3] + 4])/B(E2;3] + 22)' R" ~ B(E2;3] + 2])/ 

B(E2;3~ + 22 ), R'" ~ B(E2;4; + 4;)/B(E2;4; + 2~) and R'v ~ B(E2;4; + 2t)/ 

B(E2;4~ + 2;) are shown in figs. 14, 15, 16 and 17, respectively. In 

concluding this discussion of E2 transitions, in fig. 18 the quadrupole 
+ 

moment QZ+ of the 21 state is plotted. 
] 

The study of the electromagnetic properties of the states (figs. 

10-18) together with that of the energy spectra (figs_. 5-7) indicates 

0.8 
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Fig. 15. Comparison betwee~ gal-
culated and exper~men~ 
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31' + 2~). The exper~men-
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from the Nuclear Data 
Sheets 
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oJ 
, 

0,1 

I 
0,1 

Neutron number 

""', ... 

,.Ba 

J I 

Fig. 17. Comparison between cal
cu tated and experimen_ 
tal values of the ratio 
R'v=B(E2'4+ +2+)/B(E2' + + ~ 2 1 ~ 
42-+ 22), The experimen_ 
tal values are taken 
from the Nuclear Data 
Sheets 

that the following changes occur in the structure of the isotopic 
chains 54Xe, 56Ba and S8 Ce : 

(i) Xe; as the neutron 
number decreases from 82 there is a change 

12) . 10) structure to an SU(5)-llke structure ; 
from an SO(6)-like 

(ii) Ba; the change is from SO(6) (around neutron number 76) towards 

SU(3) (around neutron number 66), to SUeS) (around neutron 
number 54); 

(iii) Ce; the changes are like in B'l, but the tendency towards SU(3) is 
more marked; the ratio R reaches here the value R::: 0.30 (at 

neutron number 6.6) while in Ba it reaches only R::: 0.16. 

3.3.3. Other ppoperties 

We turn now to nuclear radii and separation energies 

Nuclear radii can be calculated in the interacting proton-neutron 
d 1 f h . 13) mo e rom t e express10n 

<r2> ~ <r2", (c) A 
,-- + A N + N + ex .;;nd;>' 

'If 'If 'If 'If VV 'If 'IT 2 (c) . 
Here <r > 1S the r.m.s. radius of the closed shell and n 

expectation value in the ground state of the nucleus with 

(3.40) 

is the 

proton 

o - - _ 

o -

0_:::;7 
'1 

50 58 66 74 

Neutron number 

Fig. 18. Comparison between cal
culated and experimental 
values of the quadrupole 
moment of the 21 state~ 
Q2t. The experimental 
values are taken from 
ref. 19 

of the proton d-boson number operator (neutron) bosons 
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(3.41 ) 

AN (P='If,v) describe the overal 1ncreas 1 . e in radius due The two terms p Pit term 
to the increase in the number of particles, while the as 

contribution to the radii due to the proton 
a <nd > describes the 1 . t the closed 

'If 'If • • usually measured re at1ve 0 deformation. Nuclear radll are d 

the nuclei with 82 neutrons an shell nuclei, in this case relative to we 

1 T discuss these measurements, for each isotopic chain separate y. 0 

-0.062 fm2 and a ~ 0.253 £ro2. 1 to specify Av ~ n therefore need on y 

. f' 19, where they are compared The resulting radii are shown III 19. 
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o 

-20 

saCe 

5680 

-80 54
Xe 

50 58 66 74 

Neutron number 

with recent experimental results. 

1W11696 

82 

Fig. 19. Comparison between cal
culated and experimen
tal values of the r.m.s, 
radii. The experimental 
values are taken from 
refs. 20 and 21 

Instead of considering binding energies, we find it more con

venient to treat the two neutron separation energies, 

S2 ~ B.E. (N +1) - B.E. (N ) 
v v v (3.42) 

In the proton-neutron intera~ti~g bo~on model the separation energies 
are given by 14) 

s(c) + A' N + A' N + S 
2v v V 'IT 1f 2\1' (3.43) 

where si~) is the separation energy at the closed shell and S2v is the 

contribution to the separation energy coming from the deformation. 

Without this contribution the separation energies would be straight 

lines in a plot versus N\). The calculated values with s~~) = 14.5 MeV, 

A~ = 0.62 MeV, A; = 1.12 MeV are shown in fig. 20, where they are 

compared with the experimental results. 
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Fig. 20. Comparison between calculated 
and experimental two-neutron 
separation energies. The ex
perimental values are taken 
from ref. 22 

""O-<-,~&.-l",~,-L~"74 
Neutron nOO1ber 

3.4. SUM/!ARY 

" 

In this chapter we have seen hew the IBA-medel can be refined by 

intreducing explicitly neutren and preten bosens. Drawing en refs. }-3 

we have derived the IBA-2 Hamiltenian indicating hew its parameters are 

related to. the residual interactions in the underlying cenventienal 

nuclear shell medel, in particular the asymmetry between v-v and ~_~ 

versus v-~ residual interactiens. The Hamilto.nian was feund to. have 

enly two. impertant terms, i) a besen energy E eriginating from the 

streng pairing interactien between identical nucleons giving rise to 

a difference in the s- and d-boson energy and ii) a Q(2) . Q(2) term 
v TI 

arising from the strong quadrupole interaction between nen-identioal 
nucleons. 

An alternative microscopic approach can be based en the nuclear 
'1 h I' 24) f1e d teary of Bes and Brag La 

The model has been applied to many nuclei in different regiens of 

the periodic table. The parameters of the quadrupole-quadrupole force, 

K, Xv' X~ and the boson energy E (see eq. (3.25) as determined frem 
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phenomenological calculations, similar to the ones presented in this 

chapter, are given in fig, 21. 
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Fig. 21. Summary of the parameters E~ K~ X and Xw appearing in eq. (3.25) 
as determined from phenomenoZogic~Z calculations as given in 
ref· 4~ 9~ 25~ 26~ 2? The open circles denote the values for 
x~. 

The deduced dependence of the parameters on the nucleon number can be 

compared with the predictionsbasedon the relation between the IBA

model and the seniority scheme as given in fig. 4. 

It is seen that the observed dependence of K on nucleon number 

agrees very well with the microscopic prediction; large and negative 

near the closed shells, 50, 82 and 126 while IKI shows a shallow mini

mum in the middle of a major shell. Also the values found for Xv are 

in qualitative agreement with the microscopic calculations. In the 

shell 50-82 Xv changes sign from a negative value in the beginning to 

a positive value at the end of this major shell, just as expected. In 

the shell 82-126 qualitatively the same behaviour occurs but appears 

to be distorted due to a partial subshell closure around N = 100, 

giving rise to a wiggle in the curve. Also in the shell above ]26 there 

is some indication for a similar behaviour. On the values of Xn there 

exists less information. In the beginning of the shell 50-82 the value 
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of X
1T 

is similar 

of this shell Xn 

to X as one might have expected. However, at the end 
v 

is negative (Os, Pt) while Xv is positive. This 

difference could be related to the fact that N = 82 is a much better 

closed shell than Z = 82. 

On the basis of the simple microscopic theory presented in this 

chapter, one expects that £ is independent of the number of nucleons 

outside the closed shell. The phenomenological calculations show 

consistently that £, when going away from the closed shell, first 

drops fast and only stays constant when more than about 4 pairs away 

from the closed shell. The plateau value seems to depend on the size 

of the major shell, the larger the shell, the lower is the value. 

More refined microscopic calculations performed by Otsuka3) reproduce 

the steep decrease in E. Here it is explained via the coupling of the 

boson states to (non-collective) states outside the boson space. 

In the neutron-proton boson model it is possible to correlate a 

large amount of data in various regions of the periodic table. The 

parameters are found to be in qualitative agreement with the simple 

microscopic theory with the exception of E. Also the microscopic theory 

can be used to predict the properties of nuclei which are not known at 

present. 
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CHAPTER IV RELATION BETWEEN IBA-I AND IBA-II 

4. I. INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding two chapters we discllssed two versions of the 

IBA-model. In the first, IBA-l, no distinction is made between neutTon 

and"proton degrees of freedom. An unsatisfact~ry aspect of this model 

is that there is no clear connection with a microscopic structure of 

the nucleus. In the second version, IBA-2, the neutron and proton 

degrees of freedom are treated explicitly. Here a clear connection can 

be made with the shell model, as is discussed in chapter 3. In the 

latter model, however, the matrices are much larger than in the IBA-l 

model, sometimes by an order of magnitude. This is less attractive 

from computational point of view. If a correspondence can be established 

between the two models we could perform the calculations in the IBA-l 

model, using the microscopic background of the IBA-2 model. 

From calculations in the IBA-2 model it appears that the lowest 

levels are, by and large, symmetric under the interchange of neutrons 

and protons. This symmetry is most easily discussed in terms of a 

variable called F-spin
1
). As will be shown in the next section, in the 

case of boson systems F-spin plays a role similar to that of isospin 

in the case of fermion systems. 

From these considerations it follows that the states of the IBA-1 

model can be identified with the fully symmetric states in the IBA-2 

model. In the third section it is shown how this correspondence can be 

used to relate the parameters of the IBA-J model to those of the IBA-2. 

In section 4 this relation is applied to the Nd-, Sm- and Cd-isotopes. 

4.2. F-SPIN 

The strong neutron-proton interaction in the IBA-2 model Hamiltonian, 

results in a high degree of mixing of neutron and proton bosons in the 

eigenstates. The explicit neutron and proton quantum numbers are badly 

mixed and thus cannot serve to label the eigenstates. The F-spin 1) 

turns out to be a more satisfactory quantum number. 

F-spin is a quantum number which is analogous, but definitely 

not identical with isospin. A boson is regarded as a spinor in F-spin 

space, with the convention that the Z-component is positive (negative) 

for proton (neutron) bosons, respectively, as is indicated in table 1. 
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TabZe 1 

F F z 

s rr' drr 1/2 1/2 

s,,' d" 1/2 -1/2 

The underlying group structure to F-spin is SU(2). The three 
generators can be written explicitly as 

d·~· d 
rr " 

dt . d 
" rr 

hdt, d 
rr rr 

+ st. t - .~ 
s - d . d - s . s,). n n v v v v 

From the last equation it follows that F . 1 
Z 18 a ways a good quantum 

number for a given nucleus. 

(4. I) 

A state with N", Nv + N1f bosons is fully symmetric under the interchange of 

neutron- and proton-bosons if it has maximal F-spin I), F = N/2 ~ A state wi th only s
bosons, 

1 N" Nrr 
s" srr> (4.2) 

is naturally fully symmetric and has F = N/2. 

This can also be checked by operating with 

(4.3) 
on this state. 

(4.4) 

Fully symmetric states that conta~ll lld quadrupolo b 
L ~ asons can be con-

structed by acting with the operator 

(dts + dts )lld 
"" rr rr (4.5) 

on the state (4.2). That the state constructed in this way has indeed 

maximal F-spin follows from the fact that the operator (4.5) commutes 
with the F-spin generators (4.1). 
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For later use we write the states with maximal F-spin, Fz (N -N )/2, 
rr v 

1,2 explicitly 

1, F N/2> (4.6) 

2, F / 'I 2 N,,-2 N ~I N,,-l N_-1 (N (N -1) d s v S 'iT>+ v ZN N . d d s v s" > 
vv vv 'iT V 'iT V 'iT V 'iT 

N/2> 

+ (4.7) 

where N = N + N . The other pOBsible state with nd = 1, which is anti-v rr 
symmetric, can be written as 

In =I,F=N/Z-l>=-(vN ds v s1T>-Vl'l'dsVs1T » I "'"' 1 N -1 N "'"'I N N-1 
d IN'1TVV 1T V1TV7T (4.8) 

Before the introduction of F-spin the states were labeled as the direct 

product [N J 3 [ N J , where [N J represents the symmetric representation " . 
of SU(6), containing N-bosons. Using F-spin the states can be labeled 

alternatively according to the group reduction 

SU(6) ® SU(6) :J SU(6) ® SU(2) , where F-spin labels the SU(2) represen

tations. In this case one has to deal not only with the fully symmetric 

[Nv+Ni but also with the other representations of SU(6), like 

[N +N -l, 1J and [N +N -2,2]. belonging to different values of F. A given V1T V1T 
nucleus has of course a fixed value for F • 

z 

4.3. PROJECTION 

As was noted in the Introduction of this chapter the relation between 

the IBA-I and the IBA-2 model is obtained by identifying states of the for

mer to the fully syrrnnetric i.e. maximal F-spin states of the latter model. 

Since the space of the IBA-1 model can be regarded as a subspace 

of the IBA-2 model there is a unique way to "project ll the operators of the 

IBA-2 model onto those of IBA-j. This projection can be carried out by 

using the F-spin formalism. Here we will take the more straight forward 

approach of calculating the matrix elements for the lowest states 

explicitly in both models, using the symmetric wave function given in 

the preceding section. By equating these matrix elements, the IBA-] 

image of the IBA-2 model operators can be constructed, since it can be 

shoun, by writing the neutron-proton operators in terms of F-spin 

operators (4.1), that in general n-body operators are mapped o:tLto at 

most n-body operators in lBA-I. 
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As an example we 

the IBA-J Hamiltonian term in 
will calculate the two d-bos on changing 

of eq. (2.1) explicitly. Since only the 
neutron-

proton quadrupole interaction will contribute to this term it suffices 
to consider the matrix element 

(4.9) 
where Os and 28 stand for symmetric 

bosans . Using the expressions for 

this expression can be reduced to 

states with 0 respectively 2 d-

the quadrupole operators Ceq. (3.20», 

ol(std )(2). (std )(2)ln ~2 L ~ 0> 
v V 1T 'If d s' (4.10) 

EValuating this matrix element lls'ng 
~ the symmetric wave functions 

and (4.7) gives (4.2) 

d I (d d iO» ~ 
7T vnO 

(4.11 ) 

This result can be compared with the matr'x 
~ elements of the two d-bosou changing term between the equivalent states 

in the IBA-l model 

<nd~O, L~OI vo [ (s t s t) (0) (dd-) (0) J (0) 
2 0 0 Ind~2, L~O> 

, NI t tl N-2 -- (0) 2 
2:

V o<s s S s ><01 (dd) Id L=O>= 

~ v !N(N-I)' 
o 2 

(4.12) 

Equating the r.h.s. of eq. (4.]1) and eq. (4.12) yields 

va = K N N m~1 2 1 _ 2Nv N
7T 

15 
v rr N(N-I) N(N-I) - K N(N-I) 5 (4.13) 

Expressions for the other constants 
of eq. (2. 1) can be derived in a 

similar way with the result 

(4.J4) 
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Nrr (Nrr-I ) 
N(N J) "r.rr; L~0,2,4 (4.15) 

where Ao 

£ 

1, A2 "" -3/1~ and A4 

EV'lf + K 2NNN1T 

2/7, and 

(4.16) 

where EV'If stands for the d-boson energy, taken equal for neutrons and 

protons in the IBA-2 model. 

This procedure can also be applied to other IBA-operators such as the 

operators for electromagnetic transitions and two nucleon-transfer. 

4.4. APPLICATION TO Nd, Sm AND Gd 

The IBA-2 parameters as determined from fits to the Neodynium, 

Samarium and Gadolinium isotopes are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Parameters used in the IBA-2 model calculation of the Nd~ 
Sm and Gd isotopes. The number of hosons is counted as the 
number of particle pairs outside the N~82 and Z=50 closed 
shells. 

N 86 88 90 92 
Xv 0.0 -0.8 -1.0 -1.1 

60Nd ,X 1T=-1.2 £ 0.90 0.70 0.47 0.34 rr rr 
-0.150 -0.100 cO,c

2
=O.4,O.2 K -0.070 -0.089 

62Sm,X'If""-1.3 " 0.95 0.70 0.52 0.43 rr rr 
-0.120 cO,c 2""O.O,O.OS K -0.080 -0.075 -0.081 

64Gd'Xrr~-1.0 £ 0.95 0.70 0.55 0.46 rr rr 
-0.090 -0.070 cO,C

2
=-O.2,-O.1 K -0.080 -0.081 

In fig, I the calculated energies for the Nd isotopes are compared with 

experiment. As was pointed out in chapter 2 the transition from an SUeS) 

to an SU(3)-like spectrum shows up clearly. 

As suggested by the microscopic theory X (X ) was taken independent 
rr v 

of the number of neutrons (protons). To improve the fit, especially for 

the lighter isotopes, a proton-proton interaction was introduced. This 

interaction was assumed :to be independent of the number of neutrons. The 

boson energy E and the strength of the neutron-proton interaction K depend 
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Fig, 1. ExperimentaZ
3

) (points) and calculated (lines) excitation ener
gies for the 6oNd-isotopes using the IBA-2 model. The parameters 
are given in tab Ie 2. 

on both Nv and Nrr in a smooth, systematic way. In contrast to the Xe, 

Ba, Ce region it was not possible to take E and K independent of Z. 

This could possibly be ascribed to a partial shell closure at Z ~ 64 
as suggested in ref. 2. 

Using formulas (4. 13-4.16) the corresponding IBA-] parameters were cal

culated. Comparing the results of the calculation in the IBA-j and in 

the IBA-2 model (see fig. 2a, 2b and 2c) we see that the agreement is 

excellent in the case of Nd and 8m, while for Gd there are some 
deviations for the heavier isotopes. 

Although the reason is not yet well understood, the explanation 

could be that the attractive proton-proton interaction lowers the 

position of the non-symmetric compared to the symmetric states. Since 

the matrix elements of this interaction are. proportional to n~ this 

2 lowering is much more important in the SU(3) region Where <nd> 3 N, 

E 
(MeV) 0 
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60Nd 
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1.5 
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0 
84 

E 
(MeV) , 

2.5 64Gd 
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86 88 90 92 94 
Neutron number 

-IBA-2 
--- 18A-1 

75 
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KVI 1767 
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- IBA-2 

]Pig. 2. 

2.5 
--- IBA-I 62Sm 

2.0 -

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0 
84 86 88 90 92 94 

Neutron Number 

Comparison of IBA-2 calcula
tions using the parameters 
of tabZe 2 and IBA-1 .using . 
the projection techn~que d~s
cussed in the text 
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than in the SU(5) region where <nd> ~ I, giving rise to more symmetry 

breaking in the SU(3) region. In particular the higher SU(3) multiplets 

are affected by this mixing since_ they are closer in energy to the 

non-fully symmetric states than the states in the ground state band. 

From perturbation theory it follows that this will decrease the exci

tation energy, which explains the deviation between the full IBA-2 

calculation and the projected IBA-] results. 

In calculations of, for example, odd-A nuclei we shall use 

the projection technique since it gives a description of the core in 

the IBA-l model with parameters that are closely related to the micro

scopic picture of the lEA-model. This allows one to see directly 

whether the parameters used are realistic, which would not necessarily 

be the case if one uses the six-parameter Hamiltonian (2.1). For 

numerical reasons it is advantageous to use the IBA-1 model if other 

degrees of freedom are coupled to the s- and d-bosons. However, in 

these calculations we also need a good, quantitative, description of 

the core. 

It appears that the agreement of the projected IBA-l calculation 

with experiment can easily be improved by changing £ and K only slight

ly from the values obtained from the IBA-2 calculations. The results 

for the values of £ and K listed in table 3 are compared with experiment 

in fig. 3 for.the Gd isotopes. The agreement appears to be good. 

Table 3. Parameters used in the improved projected IBA-l calculations~ 
as explained in the text. Only the values of E and K have 
been readjusted 

N 86 88 90 92 
Xv 0.0 -0.8 -1.0 -1.] 

60Nd ,x1f=-1.2 £ 0.90 0.73 0.48 0.37 

cO,c~~O.4,O.2 K -0.150 -0.100 -0.070 -0.089 
.. ---. 

62Sm,X1f ""-1.3 £ 0.90 0.70 0.52 0.44 

cO,c~:oO.O,O.05 K -0.120 -0.076 -0. 071 -0.079 

64 Gd ,X1f--l.0 £ 0.95 0.70 0.55 0.46 

c~,c~==-O.2,-O.1 K -0.090 -0.070 -0.072 -0.073 

E 
(MeV) 

2.0 -

'.0 

"; 

o 

a4 e6 aa 90 92 

° 

'\}D 0'; o 2; 
o· , 

, 

o 

84 a6 ee 90 92 

Neulron number 

XVI '770 

" 

84 a6 aa 90 92 

. t ,3) (po""nts) and caZ"culated (lines) excitation 
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Fig. 3. E{Y'11er1.-men a l- v • 1 d' The 
-~. h Gd-isotopes US1.-ng the IBA- rno el-. 
;~~:~:r:o~= ~b~~ined by applying the projection technique 
to the parameters given in table 3. 

4.5. CONCLUSIONS 

h b developed to determine the In this chapter a method as een 

1 . I IBA-I model from the para
parameters in the calculationa Slmp e 

meters of the IBA-2 model. The relation is based on the fact that" 

tn the IBA-I model only the totally syrnrnetric representation [Nv+N) 

of SU(6) appear while in the IBA-2 the not fully symmetric represen-

2 1 [N N 1 are also allowed. The 
tations [N +N -1,1]; IN +N -2, , .•.•. , v' 'IT 

IBA-I mode~ s;ace is_th~re;ore a subspace of the full IBA-2 model 

space and simple projection procedures can be applied. 

h th t the results obtained from the Explicit calculations s ow a 

BA J calculation agree very well • 
full IBA-2 ana the projected, I -, 

an attractive interaction between identical bosons 
Only when there is 

By readjusting £ and K only slightly 
significant deviations appear. 

procedure an agreement between experiment and cal
in the projection 

ach 'eved in the full IBA-2 calculation can be 
culation equal to that ~ 

reestablished. 
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The projection technique is a powerful method to relate the 
microscopically more meaningful parameters f 

o the IBA-2 model to 
those of the much simpler IBA-i model. 
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CHAPTER V ODD-A NUCLE I FORHALI S~l 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The lEA-model considered in the foregoing chapters attempts to 

describe the positive parity states in even-even nuclei. In this 

chapter we shall consider odd-A nuclei within the framework of the 

Interacting Boson-Fermion Approximation. The IBFA is a straightforward 

extension of the IBA in which an additional single-particle degree of 

freedom is introduced and coupled to the system of s- and d-bosons. 

We consider the Hamiltonian 

H 
(5. 1 ) 

with HE the Hamiltonian for the even-even core, HF the single-particle 

Hamiltonian for the odd ~ucleon, and V
BF 

the coupling between these 

degrees of freedom. For HB we shall take the IBA-] Hamiltonian; use of 

the IBA-2 model \"ould involve too many degrees of freedom and result 

in prohibitively large matrices. For HF we take 

t 
a. 

Jm 
a. , 

Jm (5.2) 
I E. 

j ,m J 

t 
where a, (a,) is the creation (annihilation) operator for a nucleon Jill Jill 

in One of the valence single-particle spherically-symmetric orbitals 
with energy £ j . 

The most general two-body boson-fermion interaction can be written 
2) 

as 

v, " 
JJ th.c.}+ 

+ I (5.3) 

jj 'k 

'Where a, (-l)J-ma . The number of parameters in (5.3) can be large, Jm J-m 
e.g. for an odd nucleon restricted to the modest space of single-particle 

orbitals, 2d5 / 2 and Ig7/2' there are 18 linearly independent parameters. 

In this chapter we shall invoke the microscopic picture described 

in chapter 3 as underlying the IBA to argue that V
BF 

is in fact dominated 

by two terms. This will be done in detail for a single-j shell (section 2) 

and followed by the general case (section 3), 
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5.2. THE SINGLE j-SHELL 

In the single j-shell approximation all levels in a major shell 

are replaced by a single shell with a value of jeff corresponding to 

the total degeneracy, It can be shown for eVen-eVen nuclei that 

the predictions obtained from this simplified model are equivalent 

to the more realistic picture in which the single particle levels in 

a major shell are taken degenerate3). For the case of odd-A nuclei 

this model has many similarities to that in which a particle in the 

unique parity level of a degenerate major shell is considered. The 

reason for using the single-j shell picture is that the formalism 

becomes rather simple because we can work in the usual seniority Scheme. 

5.2.1. Definition of the basis states 

The first problem we encounter is to define the basis states of 

the model space. We recall that for even-even nuclei the state 

(Dt)n 10> is in general not orthogonal to states of the kind 

(st)n-m(Dt)m 10>, ill < n. The boson state dtnlo> was therefore defined 

to be equivalent to the orthonormalized part of the (nt)n[O> state. 
To describe odd-A 

nuclei we introduce the nucleon 
annihilation operators 

and 

tl N [C. s , L 
J 

C~ and C. The states J,m J ,m 

creation and 

(5.4a) 

(5.4lr) 

where the square brackets denote angular momentum' coupling, are in 

general not orthogonal. In eq. (5.4) as well as in the following we 

will aSsume that the boson and fermion space are related according to 

eq. (3.7). The orthogonality problem can be circumvented by introducing 

the odd nucleon creation and annihilation operators a. and a t 
defined as Jill jm' 

[ all (sN-nd n), "L>] ij) =[ cI I (sN-ndn ) a L]~)l 

where 1 denotes the normalized part of the wave function, orthogonal 

(5.5) 

to all states 

[C: (sN-k!-),a'L'>]~J); k < n 
J 

Now an orthonormal basis can be defined as 
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(5.6) 

(5.7) 

the commutation relations for the odd nucleon With the definition (5.5) 

operators are given by 

{a:,a.,}",=o, 
Jm Jm m,m 

t [ s,a. J 
Jill 

o , 

(5.8) 

d · commutation relations for the single We note that the correspon 1ng 

Ct 
C are much more complicated. Particle operators ., . 

Jm JID '1 
of a single-j shell the definition of odd-part1c e In the case 

t and a can be made more explicit using the relation between operators a 

the d-boson number and fermion seniority. The quasi-spin pair creation 

and annihilation operators are defined as 

t t (D); s ~ m(c.c.)O 
+ J J 

S ~ (s+/, 

12, 

where Q = (2j+l)/2 is the pair degeneracy. 

The normalized boson states are defined as 

N-n l·2n ~ 2n> ; N 
S+ J ,v N-n,2n 

The normalization factor is given by 

N
2 ~ <jV,vIS~ S~ Ijv,v> = N : (Q-v) !/(Q-N-v)! N,v 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5. II) 

where Ijv,v> is a normalized v-particle state with seniority v. For 
the odd-A nucleus ~ the relat 'on with fermion seniority can also be 
used: 

1
· 2N+1 

- J v 2n+l >- • (5.12) 
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For later use we will write d 
own explicitly the t t . 

s a e ~n which the odd particle is coupled to s-boso
ns only, 

I N. - tl N N t 
S J> = a. s > ~ S C, /0> I N 

J + J N,l 

where the normalization factor is given by eq. 
(5.1 1) . 

(5 • 1 0) 

5.2.2. ~e pseudO-singZe part"'~Ze 
<--...... operators 

It will appear very useful to h 
ave a more explicit relation between the single particle operators C: , 

t Jill C. and the odd-particle operators 
a jrn , a jm · This can be easily achieveJd

ID 
b usin -h . 

th lEA Y g t e relat~on between 
e -model and the nucleon-seniority 

Befor~ dealing with 
the general case of 

scheme described in chapter 2. 

Nil til N-1 NN <8 C. S j>_ ,0 
J InN 

N-J. J 

(5.14 ) 

(5.15) 

N 
_ N,2 

and 
- NN,l 

,IjQ' ~ / (n~N 1) 10 • 
(n-1) (2j+1) Nil L (j) N. <ds (d a j ) lis J>, (5.16a) 

< N' II til N-1 
S J C. S d> == 110' 

J 

N 
N-1 2 

~ 
Using these matrix elements . 

,t we wlll construct the "pseudo single-particle ll operator L 

(5.16b) 

J 

,I}EK' t 1 t ( . ) ,.-=-C--~ 
-n- a . + m (s a.) J + /(n-N-1),Ij(f L (j) 

Jm Q J m (n-1) -.- (d a.) 
J J m + 

(5.17) 
/ 10 • 

(.Q-1) (2j+1) 

It can be regarded as the lowest order 

particle operator C: in the sense that 
J 

approximation to the single 

the matrix elements of C: in 
t ! the boson fermion space are equal to the matrix elements of C. ln 
J 
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the equivalent fermion space for 
vt 

(v ( 2). Equivalently, C. can be 
J 

states with lowest fermion seniority 
t viewed as a boson expansion of C., 
J In the single-j 

vt . 
shell picture there is no reason for using the 

of C: since all operators in the fermion space 
J 

operators C. lnstead 
J 

can be easily expressed in terms of the boson operators. However, when 

we turn to the more realistic case of non-degenerate shells it will 
··r 

turn out that the C. operator proves simpler and less ambiguous in 
J 

the context of the approximations that are described below. 

5.2.3. The particle-boson interaction 

For the bosons in the even-even nucleus the neutron-proton qua

drupole interaction plays a dominant role. This will also be the caSe 

for the particle-core interaction, giving rise to an interaction of 

the kind 

(2) 
• q , 

IT (5.18) 

where for sake of concreteness the particle is assumed to be a proton 

and Q(2) is the usual neutron boson quadrupole operator, v 

Q (2) 
v,m (5. 19) 

In the case of a single-j shell the proton single particle quadrupole 

operator can be defined simply as 

(5.20 ) 

This operator has to be expressed in terms of the odd-particle operators. 

This can be done using the same method of equating matrix elements as 

was used to derive eq. (5.17). The important ones are the fermion 

seniority conserving matrix element 

< N'II (etc )(2)11 N. n-N N'II (at1[.)(2)11 N. s J j j s J> '" n <s J J J s J> + 

(5.21 ) 
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and the matrix element in which the fermion seniority is changed by one, 

where the particle index (v,~) has been omitted. 
In rewriting these 

-t replaced by C j matrix elements the operator C: and 

eq. (5.22) the 
" J and C., respectively. In the right hand J 

anticommutation relation 

J > + 
(5.22) 

C. have 
J been 

side of 

(5.23) 
gives rise to the matrix element of a term (s td) (2). It can be shown 

that this gives rise to the Pure boson part of the quadrupole operator, 

which has already been taken into account in the description of the 

core. To prevent double counting this term must therefore be disregarded 

in the particle-boson cOupling and We shall indicate in the following 
by the the normal ordering operator (: :). 

From eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) it fOllows that the quadrupole operator 

for the odd-particle (5.20) can be written in lowest order (see remark 
following eq. (5. 17» as 

~/l0(n-N 1)' 1: (.[ ( t- ) (j) (dN t) (j) ](2). h ) 
.12 (n-l) j . s a j a j m . + . c. . 

For the present case of a single-j shell eq. (5.24) could have 

been derived more directly by using the seniority reduction formulas 

for the quadrupole operator. This gives for lowest seniority states 

(5.24) 

.2N+l ~1 '11 (etc )(2)11 .2N+l ~1 '>~ ~ <'11 (etc) (2)11 J'> (5.25) <J ,v,J j j J ,v oJ Q-l J , 

and 

2)11·
2N

+
1

_1 '>~/2N(2n-2N-2)',.3 ~3JII(etc)(2)11.3 ~1 ] ,v- ,] 2(2.12-4) J ,v , J ,v 

which are analogous to eqs. (5.21) and (5.22). It is easy to see that 

(5.25) will give rise to the (a:a.) (2) part of the quadrupole operator. 
J J 

(5.26) 

Furthermore it can be shown that 

.3 _ II(ei·c.) (2) II j3v~l,j>~ <] v-3,J J] 

«dj)JII tN (j)( t)(j)] (2):11 (sj)j> , . [Cd a.) sa. 
• J J 
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(5.27) 

. ( __ .1.) are neglected. In the derivation of if higher order terms Ln 2j+ 1 h 

inserted a complete set of states in the r.' .s. 
(5 .27) we have not 

d' to the co11ectlve 1 ,2 -2 J=2> state, correspou lUg 
but only the J v- , (5 26) and 
state of a single d-boson. q. . E (5 22) fol1owes from eq. . 

. I of the two approaches. 27) showing the equlva ence . I 

(5. , . (5 18) leads to a partLc e-Substitution of eq. (5.24) lnto eq. . 

the neutron-proton formalism. However, as was 
boson interaction in " associated wi th the mentioned in the introduction, the dlmenslons 
IBA-2 formalism become prohibitively large. 

5.2.4. Projection 

In order 

we must first 
out the calculations in the to carry 

't the particle-core interaction rewrl e 

the method described in chapter 4. 

IBA-I formalism 

(5.18) using 

interaction have to be evaluated The matrix elements of the 

the matrix element of the . tates We equate between fully syrometrlc s • n = 1 in IBA-j 

°th n - 0 and d changing term between states Wl d - t 
d-boson . term between sta es 

o '1 ly the d-boson conservlng 
and IBA-2, and SLmL ar . I t particle-core interaction with nd = • 1 This gives for the equlva en 

in the IBA-I formulation, 

v' 
Q 

where 

t- t (2) (d t J) (2» r((s d + d s) + Xv 

-A 1 t- (j)(d- t)(j) ](0): j:[(daj ) a
j 

0 

(ata.)(2) + 
J J 

(5.28) 

(5 .29) 

(5.30) 
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We note that in this process We have restricted the interaction to 

an IBA-J form in which only the terms quadratic in the boson operators 
have been kept. 

The first term on the r.h. s . of eq. (5.28) is the usual quadru

pole interaction
4
). 1he second term is completely different and is 

called the "exchange 11 interaction. This name refers to the fact that 

this term can be thought to arise from a process in which the odd 

nucleon is exchanged with one of the two nucleons constituting the d-boson 

under t_he influence of an interaction between equal bosans as explained in 

ref. 1. In the above derivation it however appears to be related to the fermion 

seniority changing part of the quadrupole operator for the odd nucleon. 
I h 

. 1 d '. 4) dd' U, t e conventlona escrlPtlon of an 0 partlcle coupled to 

a core only the first term in eq. (5.28) appears. 

In chapter 6 we shall show that for a description of the spectra ,of 

nuclei with an odd particle in a partially occupied shell, inclusion 
of the exchange term is crucial. 

5.3. THE NON-DEGENERATE MAJOR SHELL 

In real nuclei the single-particle levels in a major shell are 

not degenerate. One can nevertheless show3) using generalized seniority5) 

techniques that here as well a quadrupole term and an exchange term 

dominate the interaction. To show this we proceed as in the case of 
the single-j shell. 

5.3.1. Definition of the basis states 

As in the case of a single-j shell the single~particle t 
operators Cj' C. have to be distinguished from the odd particle t J 
operators a j , a j . The odd-particle operators are defined by 
eq. (5.5). 

In the caSe of a non-degenerate major shell it is not possible to 

apply the usual seniority formalism as was done in section 5.2., but 

generalized seniority5) must be used. Only the definitions and formulas 

necessary for OUr application will be quoted here. A more extensive 
treatment can be found in ref. 3. 

The S pair operators, Closely related to the s-boson~ are defined 

as 

S 
+ 

S 

where 

\' ".!IT:' 
I, J J 
J 

(s ) t 
+ ' 

2r.l. = 2j+1. 
J 
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(5.31) 

We use the convention that the summation over j runs over the valence 

orbits. It will be shown later that the 

related to the occupation probabilities 

U>· When the 

". J 
of 

coefficients are closely 

the shell model states 

are equi-a, are all equal, the operators (5.31) 

J 11 th coefficients valent to the quasi-spin operators. Genera y e ~j 

are not equal. It is convenient to define an effective degeneracy 
n 

e of the major shell as 

n 
e ~ I 

j (5.32) 

. . of the states's determined by the following The normallzatlon ~ 

matrix elements 

2 I N NI . 2 (I N 2;n ) N (J') - <j S_S+ J> :0: NN,O - "J' e N,I 

where ) (j'j)~L> denotes a normalized two-particle state. 

1 the so-called number approximation In deriving the above forrnu as 

fi ~ I 2 I ct a. 
J Jm 

ill 

has been used as 
Eq. (5.36) leads 

<ols~ i'i s~lo> 

Cjm ;:0 I uj
2 llj , 

3) is discussed extensively by Otsuka 

to the following normalization condition for Uj 

2 
2N NN,O 

We note also that in eq. (5.35) we assume that both N, Qe»l, 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 
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so that ene-I) and (N-I) may be replaced by Q
e 

and N. 

For later use we will introduce the occupation probabilities 

2 n.12n. v. 
J J J 

(5.38) 
where 

n. NI_ I N 2 <8 n. s > 2N a. n./n J J J J e' (5.39) 
giving 

(5.40) 

Eqs. (5.34) and (5.35) can be simplified using 

;;-nN a~ 
e J 

II_v2
'" u 

J j' 
(5.41 ) 

The sign convention is chosen h h 
sue t at v. is positive. 

The t" J 
quau ltles uj and Vj introduced here are equivalent to similar 

occupation amplitudes which appear' h B d 
6) In tear een, Cooper. Schfieffer 

theory for superconductors. 

Following the procedure' . 
glven l.U chapter 2 the normalized s-boson 

state is defined as 

I NN 
s > "S I 0> IN 

+ N,D' 
(5.42) 

and similarly the normalized state l'n 
which a single odd-particle is 

coupled to the bosans as 

I N. 
s ]> 

(5.43) 

which is analogous to eq. (5.13). 

The single d-boson state involves . 
a sunnnat1.0n OVer all pas'sible v = 2, 

J = 2 configurations and can th f 
ere ore be written in general as 

where 

L 
jj' 

SN~II(' ") ~ _ 
+ J.J J-2>IN

N
_

1 
2' , 

N~~I 2 (j,j') , L 
jj' 

2 S •• , 
J J. 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

In eq. (5.45) the coefficients S .. , have been introduced, 
JJ 

s .. , = S ~ • I 
J J J J 

which can be normalized independently according to 

I 
j j' 

2 
(S .. ,) "I. 

J J 
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(5.46 ) 

(5.47) 

The coefficients 13 .• , can be determined by diagonalizing the 
J J 

nucleon-nucleon force in the v = 2, J = 2 shell model subspace. 

Reasonable estimates for Sjj' can be obtained by assuming that the 

one d-boson state exhausts the full sum rule strength. This is achieved 

by maximizing the following expression with respect to 13 •• , 
JJ 

N-I II (2) II N I N-I II t- (2) II N <s d Q s > = .. , Q •. ,<s d (C.C.,) s >= 
JJ JJ J J 

(5.48) 

), 
JJ 

Here Qjj , represent the single particle matrix elements of the quadru

pole operator between the shell-model states !j> and Ij'>. 

The r.h.s. of eq. (5.48) is at an extremum when 

Q .. ,(u.v., + v.u.,) IND' 
JJ J J J J " (5.49) 

as follows from eq. (5.47). 

The normalization factor NS is determined by eq. (5.47). 

5.3.2. The pseudo-singZe particZe operators 
t The pseudo-single particle operator C. can be defined in a similar 
J 

way as for the single-j shell. The matrix elements of the true single 

particle operator between lowest seniority states are given by 

-:J u. 8, " 
J Jil (5.50) 

(5.51 ) 
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-/lO u ., 
J 

"j- SiN., II t - t j N-I 7n' j'j J~ <s J s (da.,) II s d> 
e J 

(5.52a) 

(5.52b) 

It is easy to verify that this equation reduces to (5.17) in the case 

of the single-j shell, i.e. j ~ j', u
j 

~ I and De = j + 1/2. Making 
lise of these matrix elements W d f' h 

e e Llle t e pseudo single-particle operator as 

vt 
C. 

Jm u.a, 
J Jrn 

a' t C) + 7J~ (s a.) J + u.S .. 
YDe J m J J'J 

(5.53) 

The matrix elements of the quadrupole operator IQ." (c:c. ') (2) can 
be calc 1 t d b l' JJ J J m 

u a e y rep aClng the true single-nucleon operators, acting 
on the fermion space, by the pseudo single-particle 

on the boson space. The approximations 
operators, acting 

made in this procedure will be 
better for the lowest seniority states or equivalently the states with 

d-bosons . The advantage of this procedure is, that 
lowest number of 

although C seems 
to be a complicated operator its matrix elements in 

the boson space are mUch easier to calculate than 
those of the true 

fermion operators, which have compl'cated . 
~ commutat10n relations. 

We note that there is some ambiguity in calculating the matrix 

elements of the single particle operator arising from the approximations 
which are related to the use of the concepts f . 

o generalized seniority. 
The matrix element (5.51) can be evaluated' 

1n two ways, yielding 

INN 0 & - '~(-I)j+rnv. [(J-Na:/Q )/(J-N/Q )J 1/2, 
' m, m J J e e m,-m 
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or 

N tiN-I. I N N-I ttl . 
<s Ie. s Jm'> = <0 S S c. c. , O>/NN ONN I (J) Jm - + JID Jm ,-

~ ~ <ols ct ct 
,10>NN OINN_I I (j) 

.Qe - Jm Jm , , (5.55) 

NN OINN_I I (j)'m -m' ~ , , , (_)j+mv . [(J-N/Q )/(J-No2/n )J 1/2 
J e J e 

, , 
m,-m 

Note that on the r.h.s. in eq. (5.54) the inverse of the square root of 

eq. (5.55) appears. Since this factor is of the order unity it is legit

imate to take the average of the two as is used in eq. (5.51). 

By using the pseudo operators the above ambiguity is encountered 

only once. If this approach is not used, each time the matrix elements 

of more complicated nucleon operators are calculated. ambiguities, 

which will be more complicated than the one above, have to be resolved. 

This could lead to inconsistencies. 

5.3. & The particle-boson interaction 

We can now turn to our goal of deriving an expression for the 

particle-boson interaction, eq. (5.18). The quadrupole operator in 

fermion space is written as 

(2) 
qrn r Q .. , 

jj' JJ (5 .56) 

where the particle index v,n has been omitted. Following now the same 

procedure as in section 5.2.3. of substituting the pseudo-

operators and equating matrix elements,we obtain 

q(2) ~ 

" 
r Q •. , 

j j T JJ 
t- (2) (u. u. ,-v.v. ,) (a.a. ,) + 

J J J J J J " 

l iD' I tv (j) t (j') (2) (5.57) 
- NS N I {Q .. ,(u.v.,+v.U,,)S'II' =[(d a",) (sa.,) J + hoe.} 

jj'jll JJ J J J J J J J J J ]l 

as the quadrupole operator expressed in terms of the boson and odd

particle creation and annihilation operators. 

This quadrupole operator can in principle be used to define the 

particle boson interaction in the IBA-2 formalism. Instead we reduce 

it to a IBA-] form and we obtain in lowest order 

v' 
Q r 

jj' 
r .. , 
JJ r 

jj 'j" 

j 
A., '11 

J J 
L[(dt - )(j)x(dat )(j)J(O): J' a j , j" 0 
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where, for the case of an odd proton, 

and 

j 
A., '0 

J J 

(s tii + d i'8 ) (2) + X (d tii) (2) 
m v m 

fO " AO'IIN~" KN I(N +N ) 
1f v V 'If 

(5.59) 

(5.60 ) 

(5.61 ) 

(5 .62) 

The first term in Vi • th 
Q LS e standard quadrupole interaction while the 

second term is the exchange force. It 
can be checked easily that the above 

equations reduce to eq. (5.28)-(5.30) 
for the case of a 

For a single particle in au empty shell we have v~ 
giving rise to a pur d 1 I' J 

e qua TUpO e coup lUg with strength 

single-j shell. 

=Oandu~=l 
J 

fOQ· " Also a 
JJ particle in a practically filled shell (v~ == 1 u~ == 0) 

J 'J 
only a p~re q~adruPole force but with OPPOsite sign. For a half-filled 
shell Cu. == v. == 1/2) the situati . d'ff 

will exhibit 

J J on 18 1 erent because here the quadru-
pole force is zero while th h 

cally in fig. 1. 

1.0 

0.5 

-0,5 
/ 

/ 

-1.0/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

e exe ange force is maximal as shown schernati-

KVI 1811 

/ 
/ 

Fig. 1. 

Dependence of A~ . and r .. 
occupa"l;ion pY'obfffiiZity JJ 
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Using eq. (5.49), eq. (5.62) can be rewritten as 

AJ~'J'II:: -AO 2/5S.,. S'II' 
J J J J 

(5.63) 

where AO = 12 A~ NS' The normalization factor can be calculated 

from eq. (5.47). 

Beside the important terms coming from the neutron-proton quadru

pole interaction these can also be an effective monopole interaction 

v' 
m (5.64) 

where N is the total number of bosons. The last term gives only a 

contribution to the single particle energies. 

The monopole force can originate in a variety of ways: via a 

real nucleon-nucleon monopole force, or terms neglected in the qua

drupole interaction or from the same effect which is responsible for 

the reduction of E. Actual calculations show however that the effect 

of the monopole force on the spectra is not very important. 

5.4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter the particle-boson interactin has been derived 

from the neutron-proton quadrupole interaction. Two terms dominate 

the interaction: a quadrupole interaction and an exchange force. The 

exchange force originates from the fact that the bosons are constructed 

out of nucleons, identical to the odd-particle. It can therefore be seen 

as to take into account part of the effect of the Pauli principle. The 

Pauli principle is also the reason that the strength of the quadrupole 

interaction, in eq. (5.58), changes sign as the occupation of the level 

h f 2 2 (') c anges rom v = 0 to v = 1 see f1g. 1 • 

An expression for a particle-core interaction which is in many respects 

very similar to (5.58) has also been derived in the BGS-formalism7). 

This formalism is however only applicable to spherical nuclei. Also in 

the Nuclear Field Theory 8) (NFT) an equivalent expression can be derived 

but is mostly applied to semi-closed shell nuclei. In this chapter the 

interaction has been derived in the framework of the lBA-model, which 

can be applied not only to spherical, but also to deformed nuclei. As 

is shown in the next chapter the simple particle-boson interaction 

(5.58) can account for a large number of observed properties 0f odd-A 

nuclei. 
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CHAPTER VI CALCULATIONS FOR ODD-A NUCLEI 

6. I. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we will show that a large variety of collective 

odd-A spectra can be described in the Interacting Boson-Fermion 

Approximation (IBFA) I) l1odel, described in chapter S. 

In section 2, schematic calculations of typical spectra will be 

presented for each of the three dynamical symmetries of the core 

Hamiltonian, SUeS), SU(3) or 0(6). These cases can be considered 

as the odd-A equivalent of the limiting cases for even-even nuclei. 

In particular the effect of the occupation probability of the single 

particle orbit on the spectra will be discussed . 

As an application of the model more detailed calculations for 

the spectra of the odd Europium (Eu) isotopes will be discussed in 

section3. The Eu isoto~es are described as a proton coupled to the 

even Samarium (Sm) isotopes. It is shown that the spectra of the 

Eu isotopes can be understood entirely in terms- of a transition from 

SUeS) (vibrational) to SU(3) (rotational) in the Sm cores. 

6.2. SPECIAL SOLUTIONS 

For even-even nuclei it was possible to construct analytic 

solutions if the Hamiltonian could be written as a sum of Casimir 

operators of a group chain. For odd-A nuclei the situation is how':"'" 

ever much mor~ complicated: i) we have to deal with the symmetry 

of the core as well as the particle-core interaction; ii) the 

groups will be much larger and furthermore in the Lie-algebras 

we have commutation as well as anticommutation relations. Unfortu

nately the theory of these graded Lie-algebras is still incomplete. 

As a consequence of these difficulties it has been possible to 

construct a full analytic solution only for a single case, namely 

a j = 3/2 particle coupled to an 0(6)-core2). The other cases can 

only be calculated numerically. For this purpose a computer program 
HODDA" 3) has been wri tten. 

~n the following for each limiting caSe of the core Hamiltonian 

the spectra for the odd-A nucleus are calculated 

occupation probability of the odd-particle orbit 
as a 

2 
v .• 

J 

func tion of the 

For this purpose 
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formulas derived in chapter 5 will be used. In the calculations it is 

assumed for simplicity that the odd-particle occupies a single shell, 

For this caSe the Hamiltonian can be written as H ~ He + R
BF

, where 

He represents the pure boson Hamilto_uian and the boson-fermion inter
action is given by 

VBF ~ rjj Q(2). (ata. ) (2) 
J J 

( 2) t-Q ~ (s d + 
m 

dts) (2) + 
m 

2 2 r .. rO (u. - v. ) 
Cjj JJ J J 

Ai. -2/5 AO 2 
B· . JJ JJ 

Bjj 2UjVj~j 

(6.1a) 

(6.1b) 

(6. I c) 

(6.1d) 

(6. I e) 

where u~ 
J 

In these 
+ v~ = 1, and Q .. "" < jJl y(2) II j> is a constant for a given j. J JJ 
formulas only three undetermined parameters, X, fa and AO 

arise. 

6.2.1. The BU(S) Zimit 

The spectrum of an even-even nucleus is SU(5) (vibrational)-like 

if the strength of the quadrupole interaction, K, is small compared to 

the d-boson energy E. Since the coupling strength of the odd-particle 

to the COre is proportional to K (see eq. (5.62», the appropriate 

coupling scheme to describe this limit is the so-called weak-coupling 

scheme. The wave functions are written as 

la,L,j ,J,M> ~ [la,L> x Ij>JJ , 
c M 

where la,L> denotes the Wave functions for the core, which in c 
the SU(5) limit is described by eq. (2.17). 

(6.2) 

The matrix elements of the boson-fermion interaction (6.1) can 

be calculated directly. The expression one obtains for the diagonal 

matrix elements for the levels in the one d-boson quintuplet is given 
by 

<Ud-l ,L-2,J ,J,",VBF ud-l ,L~2,J ,J,M >- srjjX(-I) jj J +A
jj 

2jJ - - . " I - .. - J-j{222} j [2jj] 

(6.3) 
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To -show the characteristic odd-A spectra that can be obtained in 

the SU(5) limit, in fig, 1 the energies of the low-lying states are 

plotted as a function of the occupation probability, v~, using eqs. (6.1). 

The values of the parameters are f 0 =: 0.567 HeV, AO =: 1.83 HeV and 

X =: -~/7 as to have a realistic splitting of the levels of the quintu

plet. The core is described by N =: 5 and E = a. 7 MeV as to simulate a 

realistic vibrational nucleus. As follows from chapter 5 in principle 

the relation between fO and AO is given by AO =: fa IiN/N
S
' which explains 

the large valuE:. of AO since NS is of the order of unity as can be de
duced from eq. (5.49). 

Fig. 1. 

E 
(MeV) 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

EVEN-A 
SU(5) 

1
4' 

- 2' 
0' 

ODD-A SU(5) ®9/2 

KY( 1614 

5/2 

9/2 

\ 11/2 

7/2 

5/2 

9/2 

13/2 

11/2 

o _ 0+ 9/2 _______________ _ 
9/2 

.-.-.~ 5/2 --_ .. 11/2 

----7/2 ---13/2 

-- 9/2 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 

"2 
0.8 1.0 

CalcuZated low-lying states for the system of a j = 9/2 
particle coupled to SU(5) (N=5 .. £=.7 in (2.19)) as a function 
of v~ using eq. (6.1) with fO = 0.567 MeV, AD = 1.83 MeV, 
X = ;[1,;17. 
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In the case of v:' = 0 the typical feature of the spectrum is that the 
J 

J = j'-2 is the lowest member of the one-phonon quintuplet. An example 

is given in fig. 2 where the exci tation energies of the negative pari ty levels 

in the spectrum of lS33La are compared with the resul ts of a weak-coupling cal-
7 + 

cuI at ion in which an h II /2 proton is coupled to the 2} state in l~~Ba, using only 

the d-boson conserving part of the quadrupole interaction. Because of 

the energy gap between the d5/2, g7/2 and the hIl/2 single particle 

levels, the seven protons outside the Z 
50 closed shell mainly occupy 

the positive parity d5/2 and g7/2 level leaving 

hl1/2 level empty. Therefore it seems reasonable 

for this nucleus. 

the negative parity 
2 

to assume v J J/Z = 0 

Fig. 2. 

E 
(MeV) 

1.0 1;!so76 

0.8 t-

0.6 r-

,. 
OA 

0.' 

SU(S)®1I/2 

/ 
/ 

/ 

KVI1813 

- __ - - ---13/2-

--- - ---- 9/2-

~--15/2-

-------- ",-

-_11/2 

Calculated and e~erim8ntal low-lying negative 
parity levels in ~~La76' In the calculation 
an h11/2 proton is coupled to 1 ~~Ba76 taking 
only the d-boson conserving part 'of the quadru
pole force into account~ r j . X = 0.94 MeV. The 
core wave functions were ta~en to be pure SU(5). 
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For v~ = 0.5 only the exchange force contributes to the J 
coupling interaction. The typical property of the spectrum in this 

case is that the J = j -.I level of the quintuplet lies very low. 

An example of this is given by the positive parity states of 

the nucleus l~~Rh, which are described by a g 9/2 protun coupled to 

a lE8Ru core. For Z = 45 the g 9/2 level is expected to be just half 

filled, giving rise to a pure exchange coupling as is taken in the cal

culation presented in fig. 3. The parameters for the core were taken 

from a best fit to lEERu. 

Fig. 3. 

3 

" ~ 
w 

2 
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45
Rh

s6 

Exp. Cole. Exp. Calc. Exp. 

-(17I2t + 

-11/2 -(15/2+) _ 1512+ 

Colc. Exp 

Calculated and experimental low-lying 
positive parity levels in le~Rh5ql). In 
the calculation a g 9/2 proton ~s coupled 
to 18~Ru56 via a pure exchange force~ 

'VI"" 

Culc. 

vZ = O.5~ AO = 2.32 MeV. The core para-
dkters were taken from a best fit~ E = 7.33MeV~ 
cL = -.415~ -.283~ -.024 MeV~ v2 = 1.75 MeV~ 
Vo = -.31 MeV in eq. (2.1). 

6.2.2. The SU(3) Zirrrit 

When a particle is coupled to an SU(3) (axially symmetric 

rotor) core, weak coupling is in general not appropriate since in this 

limit the quadrupole force dominates. It is useful to introduce a 

different, strong coupling, scheme, where the wave functions are 
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written as 

I[ NVA,"), K ;j,K.; K J,M > 0 

e J ' 

- LiI+o '/2R+!' (j R J)I[N](') . 
- R Kc,O \Kj±K

c 
-K A,jJ ,Kc,R,Jt __ J,M> 

(6.4 ) 

where the quantum numbers ~ and K have been introduced. 

In the geometrical description these correspond to the projection of 

the angular momentum along the symmetry axis. In the limit of large 

~ the states (6.4) are the eigenstates for the system of a nucleon j 

coupled to an SU(3) core, Since in even-even nuclei the SU(3) limit 

arises only when there is an appreciable number of bosans (N ) 10), these 

asymptotic wave functions are useful for providing lowest order 
estimates. 

In the limit of large N the matrix elements of the interaction 

(5.58) can be calculated easily for the lowest SU(3) representations, 
(A ~ 2N), since we can use 

lim 

A + 00 <[N],(A,"),Ke,RII (dta}L)11 [N],(A' ,"'),~' ,R'>/A 
A»~ c 

o H)R-Ke I LRF.'(R R'L)(22L\0 0 0 
3 Kc-KcO \OOOJ AA' ~~' KcK~ 

and 

lim 

A + 00 < [N],(A,"),Ke,RII (st(j + dtS) (2)11 [NJ,(A',"'),Kc',R'>!A A»]J 

o (_I)R-Ke 212 RR'(R R' 2)0 & 0 
3 Kc -Kc 0 A.A' ~,]J' Kc,KJ 

It is important to note that in this limit these OpelJ.iltors 'do not 

Connect different SU(3) representations nor the different Kc values 

within a representation. For the matrix elements of the quadrmpole 
coupling we Obtain 

< [N] ,(A,") ,Kc;j,Kj;K,J,Mi Q (2) • (aj\,) (2) I [N] , (A' ,"') ,K~ ;j' ,Kj;K' ,.J;M > 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

A.!2( I)j-K.(j j' 2) 
0_ :; - J Kj -K j a ,\~o","'OKcK~OKjK/K'K' , 

(6.6) 

where Q (2) is taken to 

(6. 1b ). The exchange 
be the SU(3) quadrupole operator (x=-..!.fi in eq. 

2 force gives 
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I t(·,,) t (.,,(0) 
<[N],(A,~),K;j,K.;K,J,MI-:;:- :[(da,)J (d a,,)J'J :1[N]'(A"l1,),K~;j',KJ";K',J,M>= 

c J J" J J 0 '--

o -lA(j 2 j")~j'; i')OA A'O" ",OK K,oKK,oK.K! (6.7) 
3 K, 0 -K, K, J' , ,...,,... c c J J 

J J J 

From these formulas it follows that in lowest order the energies depend 

only on K, and of course (A,]J). In the case that j= j' = j!! a simple ana

lytic for~ula exists fqr the value of the 3-j symbols 7) yielding for 

the matrix elements of the interaction (6.1) 

<[N],(A,U),K ;j,K,;K,J,HlvBF![N],(A,]J),K ;j,K,~K,J,M > = 
C' J c J 

o -A[r .. R. A(3K
2 

- j(j+I)) + Aj . R21(3K2_ j(j+I))2], 
JJ J 2 J JJ J 3 

where 

R.o [(2j-l)j(2j+I)(j+I)(2j r 3)]-1!2 
J 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

From this formula the effect of the quadrupole and eXchange force can 

be seen quite easily. For an empty shell (v~ =: 0 in eq. (6.1c)) we have 
J r.. < 0, A~. = 0, which means that the K. 

= 1/2 band will be lowest. If JJ JJ 2 J 
the shell is filled (v. = 1) the sign of r .. has changed because of the 

J J J (u~-v~) factor in (6.1c) giving rise to a K. = j band as ground state band. J J J 
In the case of a half-filled shell (v? = u? = 1/2) it follows from 

. J J 'C7~~~ eqs (6 1c d e) that r = 0 and A~. < O. The band with K, ~ /j(J'+1)/3' . . " jj JJ J 
will be the ground state band. In Our example of a j =: 9/2 shell, where 

Ij U+l/3) ~ 3, this means that the K, = 5/2 and the K. =: 7/2 band are 
J J 

approximately degenerate, forming two bands starting at zero excitation 

energy. The above considerations hold for prolate nuclei (Q(2;) < 0) which 

correspond to the SU(3) scheme as given in chapter 2. In the case of an oblate 

deformation (Q(2;) > 0) the picture is reversed in the sense that for 

v~ = 0 the K. = j band is the ground s tate band. 
J J 

These features can also be seen from the numerical calculations which 

are presented in the following, although here the picture is somewhat 

distorted due to the fact that for finite N, the K quantum number is 

broken. This K-mixing is caused by two reasons: i) for finite values 

of N the interaction (6.1) is not diagonal in the basis (6.4), 

ii) the splitting of the levels in the ground state band of the even

even core causes a deviation from the pure scheme. This last point 

suggests an analogy with the corio lis force as it appears in the geo

metrical description. 
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Fig. 4a. A typical spectrum2) in the SU(3) Zimit of the' interacting boson
fermion model. The SU(3) core is described by (2.33) with N.::; 6~ 
K'::; 12.5 keY. A j .::; 9/2 particle is coupled to this core via a 

Fig. 4b. 

pure quadrupoZe force .. v2.::; 1" fO .::; .23 MeV" X.::; -1/217 in eq. (6.1). 
Only a selected number of leveZs is shown. In the inset the corre
sponding situation in the Nilsson model is shown. 

Same as fig. 4a, but for v2 = .35, fa = .23 MeV, A = 1.12 MeV, 
X .::; -1/217. Only the lowest state of each band is shown. 
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In fig. 4a a typical spectrum is shown for a j 9/2 particle coupled 

to the SU(3) core via the quadrupole force only. The diagonalization 

of the Hamiltonian giv~s a series of rotational bands with bandheads 

K ~ K ~ 9/2, 7/2, 5/2, 3/2 and 1/2. In 
j 

their energies are roughly proportional 

accordance with eq. (5.58) 

to K~. These bands are analogous 
J 

to the bands which can be constructed in the Nilsson model for a single 

j = 9/2 hole in a potential with deformation S > 0 which corresponds 
. '2 

in our case to puttlUg Vj 1. The diagonalization produces also other 

bands with K ~ K. and K ~ K. + 2 corresponding to the SU(3) represen-
J J -

tation (2N-4 ,2). We stress that here these bands arise naturally in contrast to 

the Nilsson model where they rnus t be included in an ad hoc manner or calculated 

by other methods. 

In fig. 4b we present an example in which a particle is coupled 

to the rotor mainly via the exchange force. On top cif each bandhead in

dicated in fig. 4b rotational bands are built. These are, however, 

more distorted than in fig. 3 due to the fact that the different bands 

are less separated in energy. 

To illustrate the correspondence with the Nilsson scheme in more 

detail in fig. 5 the spectrum is plotted as a function of v~, using the 
J 

parametrization of eq. (6.1). The parameters fO' AO and X have been taken 

the same as in the calculation in the SU(5) limit (fig. 1). For 

the description of the core, N =: 9, K = 50 keV and K I = 20.8 keV, have 
+ 

been chosen such that the 2} level comes at a realistic energy (100 keV) 
. + . 

wh~le the 0
1 

level ~s put very high in the spectrum (at 5 HeV) to make 

the figure clearer. It is seen that by increasing v~ the K-value of the 
2 J 

ground-state band increases from K =: 1/2 for v. 0 to K = 3/2 for 
J 2 

vJ 

v~ > 
J 

.2 to K =: 5/2 for v~ = .5 until the K = 9/2 rrand is lowest for 
J 

.8. This change is completely equivalent to changing the position 

of the fermi energy in the Nilsson model. It can be checked easily 

from eq. (6.7) that to reproduce this feature in the IBFA model both 

the exchange and the quadrupole force are essential ingredients. 

Another correspondence between the two models is that especially 

the K = }/2 band structure is highly distorted. In the Nilsson scheme 

this distortion is due to the coriolis force. Also in our case this 

distortion is connected with the moment of inertia of the even-even 

nucleus as we remarked before. 
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Fig. 5. Calculated levels for the system of a j = 9/2 particle 
coupled to an SU(3)-core (N=9~ K=50 kev~ K'-=20.8 keV in 
eq. (2.33)) as a function of v2. using eq. (6.2-6.6) with 
rO = O.567Me~, AO = 1.83 MeV il:nd X = -1/211'. The band
headS are &nd&cated by a heavy line. 

6.2.3. The 0(6) limit 

The last limit we will consider is that of an odd-particle 

coupled to an O(6)-core, For the case of a j 3/2 particle a com

plete analytic solution is known
3
), which will be given in section 

6.2.4. 
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For the general case of a particle with spin j # 3/2, there is 

no analytic solution or even an approximate solution (like in SU(3» 

known. The calculations mnst be carried out numerically. In fig. 6 

the low-lying part is shown of the calculated spectrum for a j ~ 9/2 

particle coupled to the 0(6) core, using a pure 0(6) quadrupole 

interaction, X = 0 in eq. (6.tb). In this case a clear band structure 

arises. The bands have a typical triangular structure and can be 

ordered into two groups, denoted by T and R in the figure. 

c 
(MeV) 

o 

---.. -----_._--. --

~912 27/2 25/2 23/2 2112 

2112 

.on 
1712 

17/2 1512 

1512 
13/2 

1312 11/2 

,512 13/2 

"12 

R, 

'n 

15/2 1112 
1312 11/2 

1112 

0(6)® 9/2 

m, 

Fig. 6. A typical spectrum in the 0(6) limit4). A j = 9/2 pal'ticle is coupled 
to an 0(6) eore (N=6,A=.200 MeV, B=.225 MeV, C=O in eq. (2.50)) with 
a pure 0(6) quadrupole force given by v 2 = 0, fO = .23 MeV, A = 0 and 
X = 0 in eq. (6.1). The lines connecting the levels denote large E2 
transi tiona. 

The bandheads of the T-bands denoted by Tn are given by k j-n, n even. 
The energy of the bands is roughly proportional to n. The R-bands lie 

higher in the spectrum. Their bandheads are given by k ~ j-n, n odd. With

in each band the levels can be classified through the introduction of a 

quasi-quantum number T, i ~ 0,1,2 ... .. T . This quantum number is analogous 
ill 

to T as used in the classification of the levels in the spin (6) dynamical 
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E 

(MeV) 

0-

Pig, 7, 

~VI 167~ 

o 

The experimental spectrum9) built 
on the h 9/2 proton configuration . 191 
~n 79Au112' Note the occurrence 
of the multiplets 13/2-> 11/2-; 
5/2- and 17/2-> 15/2-> 13/2-; 7/2-; 
1/2-. In order to complete the second 
multiplet a state with J = 9/2-
should be found around the energy 
of the 15/2- state, 

symmetry as discussed in the next section. The angular momenta contained 
in each multiplet are given by J == k + 2- k 2- 1 _ 

T. + T-, ••••• k +T. The 
maximal value of T for h b d' 

rn eac an 18 related to the number of bosons. 
The energies within each ba d hI' 

n agree roug y ~lth the formula given for 
the spin (6) symmetry, eq. (6. Ib). 

As an example of this type of spectrum in fig. 7 the part of the 

spectrum of l~§Au is shown which is based on the h 9/2 single particle 
configuration. In the 191A . 

79 U lsotopes the valence protons occupy mainly 

the 50-82 major shell. Since the h 9/2 level is part of the 82-126 shell 
. . 2 , 
It 18 reasonable to assume V9 / 2 == 0, giving rise to a pure quadrupole 
coupling. . 

The spectrum one obtains taking the 0(6) d 
core an a pure exchange 

coupling for the odd J' ~ 9/2 part'cle '8 h ' , 
L L S own ~n f~g. 8. Also here one 

observes the typical triangular structure. 

---- -- --- -- ----- ------ ---- KV, '.23 

E 
(MeV) 

'.0 

" 

1.0 " 

0.' 

19/2 

15/2 

21/2 

"" 1112 

m 

'" m 

,,, 
M' 

'" 

0(6) 09/2 
- -_. -- -_. ----._- - ._- ----- ---. --

Fig. 8. A typical spectrum one obtains when coupling a 
j = 9/2 paI'ticle to a 0(6) core (N=6~ A=.4 MeV .. 
B=.45 MeV .. C=O in eq. (2.50)) .. using a pure ex
change force v~ = 0.5 .. AO = 2.3 in eq. (6.1). The 
lines connecting the levels denote large E2 
trans i tions . 

The ground state band is in this case a k =:: 7/2 band, although its 

structure is not very well developed. The position of the j = 9/2 

level in this band depends strongly on the strength of the exchange 

force. To find the 

drupole force (v? = 
J 

fig. 9 the energies 

connection between the two limits of a pure qua

D or 1) and a pure exchange force (v~ = 0.5), in 
J 

of the low-lying plotted relative to 
first J =: 9/2 level as a function of 

levels are 
2 

v .. The parameters used in 
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J 
eq. (6.19) were chosen the same as those used in fig. I, with the 

exception of X, X =: O. With this choice the partic.le is coupled to the 

bosons via the 0(6) quadrupole operator. 

We note that fig. 9 is symmetric around v~ = 0.5. The reason is that 
J 

the quadrupole term in the particle-boson interaction gives rise to 

only off-diagonal matrix elements in the 0(6) basis and therefore a 

change in its sign does not affect the energies. 
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E 
(MeV) EVEN-A 

2.0 0(6) 

11/2 

3/2 

1.5 f -~: 15/2 

712 
1.0 

( - .. 512 
2 13/2 

0.5 -
Jl/2 

-2' 

0 -0· 9/2 

ODD -A 0(6) ® 9/2 

'------- --
3/2 -"-" 11/2 
5/2 --- 13/2 
712 15/2 

-- 912 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
v 2 

Fig. 9. CaZcuZ~ted low-lying levels for the system 
of a J ~ 9/2 particle coupled to an 0(6) 
core (N::::9~ A:::=". 4 MeV~ B::::.450 MeV~ C::::O in 
eq. (2.50) as a function of v~ using 
eq. (6.1) with fO ~ 0.S6? MeV~J AO ~ 1.8J 
MeV and X :::: D. 

down very 

Changing the occupation probability from v~ 
J effect that the J "" j -] level comes 

. th· 2 

o to v~ 
J 

rapidly 

1.0 

11/2 

3/2 

1512 
7/2 

5/2 
13/2 

1112 

9/2 

== .3 has the 

in energy while l.n e regl.on between v. -=:.3 and 
. . J v~ "" .5 

J its energy stays constant. 

of the J "" j-l level has also been ob-
served in other models such as the triaxial (Y=30o) rotor model of 

The rapl.d decrease l.n energy 

M 8) 
eyer-ter-Vehn and the gamma-unstable model of vHlets and Jean9 ,10) 

A more detailed comparison shows th t d 
a our rna el has more in common 

with the y-unstable rotor model than with the triaxial y = 300 
model. An example of how the J = J·-I level· f d 

18 avoure can 
be found in the spectrum of 191Pt lO ,l1) Th .. . 

. e POSltlve parl'ty levels 
of this nucleus can be described as an i13/2 odd-hole coupled to 
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19
2
pt. The spectrum of 192Pt exhibits the 0(6) symmetry12). The odd 

nucleus should be described as a hole coupled to 192Pt rather than a 

particle coupled to 19~Pt since the neutron bosons are hole-like. 

6.2.4. Dynamical symmetries 

For odd-A nuclei one can try to construct dynamical symmetries in 

a similar way as for even-even nuclei. The group structure of the 

general problem is much more complicated than the U(6) group for 

even-even nuclei for two reasons: i) its size and structure depends 

on the j-value of the odd-particle(s) coupled to the U(6)- core and 

ii) the Lie-algebra of the group contains commutation as well as 

anti -commutation relations. 

Due to the above problems it has been possible to construct a full 

analytic solution only for the single case of a j = 3/2 particle 

coupled to an 0(6)-core. The construction of a non-trivial subgroup 

is possible in this case since j = 3/2 forms the fundamental repre

sentation of SU(4) which is isomorphic with 0(6). A set of operators 

can therefore be constructed that close under commutation 

G(I) (dtd) (I) _ Z-J/Z(at~) (I) 

G(2) (st;; + dts) (Z) + .(at~) (Z) 

G(3) (dtJ) (3) + Z-I/Z(ata) (3) 

where at is creation operator for a j 3/2 particle. 

(6.9) 

(6. 10) 

(6. I I) 

In eq. (6.10) the phase ~ can be either +1 or -1. These operators are 

the generators of the universal covering group of 0(6). the group 

Spin (6) 13) • It is now possible to construct a chains of subgroups 

to that of 0(6). 

Spin (6) ~ Spin (5) ~ Spin (3) E SU(Z) (6.IZ) 

where Spin (n) is the covering group of O(n). 

The classification scheme involves the quantum numbers (0'02'03) 

of Spin (6). (r,T2) of Spin (5) and of course J and M of SU(2). In 

addition we need a quantum number similar to no' For eVen-even nuclei 
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furthermore a = a = T ~ 0 
all quantum numbers are integer and 

which can therefore be omitted. For 

particle), the quantum numbers are 

In this case the allowed values of 

2 3 Z 
odd-even nuclei (a single j = 3/2 

half integer and 02 

the quantum numbers 
= °3 = T2 = 1/2. 
are 

a = N + 1/2, N -1/2, .....•.. ,1/2 
(6.13) 

T 

J 

1/2, 3/2, ••••••. ,0 ; no = 0, 1/2, I ; no ~ T/3 

2(T-3no) + l/Z, 2(T-3no)-1/Z, '" ..• ,(T-3n
o
) + (3+(-1)n

O
)/4 

Omitting the non-essential quantum numbers, the states can be labeled 
accordi'ng to 

(6.14 ) 

which is identical to the labeling for the 0(6) l' . 
lIDlt, however for odd-A 

nuclei the allowed values are half-integer. 

For a Hamiltonian 

H ~ KZ (G(2)'G(2» + Kl (G(l) 'G O» + K
3

(G(3) .G(3» 

where G is given in eq (696 11) h . 
. . -. ,t e energles can readily be 

constructed 3) , 

(6.15) 

A 
1 
4 (0(0+4) + 0Z (oZ+Z) + 03) + 

1 

where 

B 

C 

+ B 
6(T(T+3) + TZ('2+1» + C L(L+l) 

6K2 + 3K3 

(K1- K3)/1O 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

It should be noted that this formula's l'd f 
~ va 1 or even-even as well as 

for odd-A nuclei. 

In fig. 10 a typical odd-A and even-A spectrum are shown, both calculated 

with the same Hamiltonian. The levels are ordered 'n 
~ groups, labeled by a. 

In each such a multiplet there is a series of bands, which can be dis-

tinguished using n.t'. In each band the levels .are 
U connected by strong B(EZ). 

The bands have a kind of triangular structure, a feature which is typical 
for this limit. 

EVE~ SP£ClHuM , 
(MeVJ,~ m_'~_ 
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ODD SPECTRUM 

.. --':"":':_""-

'-..0',, 

"""' .. , "'r"/'~'" 'I ".,~ ~;",,,, '" '"'' ~~"" ''',,,,,,, '" V ' 
" . "";' :'"'''' """ ': ... , , ",,,. """",;:''''' ",ff r7" "''' 

------- '''",,,. ",.-

~ 

'"~''''' ",.---------

Fig. 10. Typical even and odd spectra in the supersymmetric situation 
described by eq. (6.16) (N=3). The energy levels are given by 
(6.16) with A = .320 MeV, B = .360 MeV a:nd C = .01 MeV. The 
ground state is taken as zero of the energy. The numbers in 
parenthesis next to each level denote the Spin (5) quantum 
numbers (Tl~T2)' The numbers on the top of the figure denote 
the Spin (6) quantum numbers (a1~a2=a3). The- lines connecting 
the levels denote large electromagnetic (E2) transitions. 

In fig. ]1 the spectrum of 191 Ir is shown as an example. 

The most obvious choice for the E2 operator is to take it pro

portional to the rank Z generator of the group 

G
(2) 

"Z 

The (E2) selection rules are ~a = 0 and ~T ~ 0, ~ 1. An important 

difference with the 0(6) limit is that here ~T =-0 is also allowed 

which can be seen as a ~T2 = ~ ] transition (from T2 = +1/2 to 

Tl = -1/2). In 0(6) this is not possible, since there T
Z 

= 0 .. 'The 

important implication of this is that for odd-A nuclei the states 

have a non-zero quadrupole moment in the Spin (6) limit. 

(6.18) 
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E 
(MeV) 

(3,0) 6' 

(3,0) 4' 

(712,1/2) 15/2' 

" (7/2,1/2) 

(312,1/2) 
5/2' 

9/2' 

(7/2,112) 
912' 

(712,112) 
5/;,-

(712,1/2) 
7/2' 

(512,1/2) ,,,' 

(512,112) 
",' 

o (oP) o· (3/2,112) ,,,' (112,112) ,,' 

Fig. 11. 

0 

An example of Supersymmetric st:ruct:ur>es in heavu nuclei: the ex
perimental spectra of 1~§pt1I4 (even spectrwnJ "6) and IjJIr

1I4 (odd spectrum) 15). The lines connecting the levels denote ob
Bepved electromagnetic transitions (E2 and M1) 

The Spin(6) dynamical symmetry relates the spectruffiof the odd-A 

to that of the even-even nucleus. In this sense this symmetry could be 

called a "supersyrrnnetry", a term frequently used in high energy physics 

for theories that describe in a unified way bosons and fermions at the 

same levels. Often 8upersymmetries are, however, related to So-called 

"graded Lie-algebras" in whioh some operators obey commutation and 

others anti-commutation relations. Spin(6) has a normal Lie-algebra, 

there is however some evidence that there is a graded group, X, which 
contains Spin(6) as a subgroup 

U(6j4) > X > Spin(6) 

(6. 19) 
In here U(6/4) denotes the (graded) group of the full problem, U(6) for 
the bose-sector and U(4) for the fermi-sector. 
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6.3. THE EUROPIUH ISOTOPES 

As an example of an application of the IBFA-model we will study 
the Europ~um u J.. • . (E) 'sotopes In the IBFA-modelthe Eu isotopes (z ~ 63) 
are described as a proton coupl ed to the corresponding Sm-core (Z ~ 62). 
The Eu isotopes have been 

changes from SUeS) to SU(3) and 
selected for this study since the core 

therefore is a good example to -show the 
influence of a changing core on the odd-A spectrum. 

S " th IBFA-model the Hamiltonian As is described in chapter ,~n e 

is written as H ~ HB + HF + V
BF

. Here, 

H represents the Hamiltonian for the F 

H ~ 
F L oJ' n. 

j J 

HB , describes the 

unpaired fermion, 

core, and 

(6.20) 

. 'nteract'on V can be written according to the pre-The boson-ferm~on J.. J.. BF 

vious chapter as 

r .. , 
JJ 

." 
J 

Ajj I 

(2) r .. , Q • 
JJ 

+ 

+ I 
jj I j n 

- t (jU) t- (j") (0) 
. [(da) (d a.,) 10 . j J 

t- t )(2) (dtd) (2) (s d + d s mT X m 

r (ll.ll., - v.v.,) Q .. , o J J J J JJ 

8 .. =+(u.v., + v.u.,) QJ'J" 
JJ' J J J J 

+ 
(6.2Ia) 

(6.2Ib) 

(6.2Ic) 

(6.2Id) 

(6.2Ie) 

2 2 t the occupation probability of the single-where v. "" I -Uj represen s 

J '. 1 matrix elements of the quadrupole particle orbit j. The s~ngle part~c e 

operator can be calculated as 7) 

<1/Ztjjly(2)jj 1/2£'j'> 

j-I/2 Ii --,( j 2 j') 
(-I) 4" JJ "-1/20 1/2 

(6.22) 
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where the radial part has been omitted. In the IBFA-model, fO' A
O

' X, 

A. and v~ are treated as free parameters. It should be noted that for J J 

the case of a unique parity orbit only four of these five parameters 
are linearly independent. 

The core is described using the projected IBA-2 parameters as given in 

Table 3, of chapter 4. We have preferred this descriptioh over the one 

given in chapter 2 for two reasons: i) the parameters have been deter

mined from a calculation to the whole region and ii) we can take 

X = Xv as suggested by the derivation given in chapter 5. 

6.3.1. Excitation energies 

FFom the position of the proton single particle levels as given in 

fig. 12 it can be seen that for the construction of the negative parity 

levels it is sufficient to consider the h11/2 level. As a consequence 
the matrices r, 'I' 

JJ 

--'_,_, ___ "VI'." , 
(MeV) 

o 

" 

f 712 
11312 

h 9/2 

s 112. 
d 3/2 

h 11/2 

d 512. 

g 712. 

g 9/2 

P 1/2 

and A, in eq. (6.20) become numbers f, A and A. J 

Fig. 12. Relative proton single particle energies 
for mass number A - 150 as extracted 
from ref. 14. 

Furthermore, if we require only relative energies the single-particle 
energy, appearing in eq. (6.20), is irrelevant. 

In fig. 13 the calculated and experimental relative energies of 

the negative parity states of the odd Eu-isotopes are shown. The para

meters used in the particle-boson interaction (6.21) are given in 

Table·1. As it is not an independent parameter, arbitrarily vI = 0.3 
has been chosen. 

Fig. 13. 

KVII'24 

E 
(MeV) A 

63Eu Th 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

o 

84 86 88 90 92 84 86 
Neutron Number 

88 

Experimental and calculated relative 
energies of negative parity states 
in the Eu isotopes. 

90 92 
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TabZe 1. Parameters defining the particle boson inte~action (6.~) as 
used in the calculation of the negative p~ty states ~n the 
Europium isotopes. For all isotopes vi = 0.3 has be~n 
taken. The parameters are given in units of MeV, X ~s dimension-
less. 

neutron 
number 84 86 88 90 92 

A -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 
fO 0.39 0.77 0.97 1.02 1.06 
AO 1.64 1.91 2.73 3.69 3.82 
X 0.36 0.0 -0.8 -1.0 -1.1 
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147 . 
In Eu the h 11/2 partlcle is coupled to a SU(5) type spectrum. 

In this weak coupling limit, in addition to the ground state with 
J ~ j 

11/2 a quintuplet, J ~ j-2, j-l, .... ,j+2, of levels appears, 
split by approximately 500 keV. 

155 

In Eu on the other hand, the h 11/2 particle is coupled to an 

SU(3) core. In this limit the spin of the ground state is determined 

by the occupation probability of the single particle level, which 

determines the ratio of the quadrupole and the exchange force. 

In the Eu isotopes this is such that the K ~ 5/2 band appears as ground
state band. 

In the transitional region betw e th l' . 
e n ese two lffilts drastic changes 

occur in, the spectra: i) the J ~ 11/2 level, being the ground state in 149,151 
Eu becomes a member of the K ==: 5/2 b d' 153,155 .. . 

an ~n Eu, ~~) w~th 
increasing neutron number, the J ~ 5/2 level which is a member of the 

two-phonon multiplet in the SU(5) limit drops rapidly becoming the 
ground state· 153,155 . 

~n Eu. It ~s seen that the experimental energy levels 

can be reproduced very well in the calculation,which is based on smooth
ly changing parameters. 

The coupling strengths T, and AO increase when going away from the 

closed shell. As is discussed in chapter 5, the particle-core interaction 

is thought to be dominated by the neutron-proton interaction. 

the coupling strength should be proportional to the number of 
In that case 

neutron 
bosons divided by the total number of bosons , giving 

Nv/ (:Nv +N7f) in eq. (5.62). This deperidence implies an 

with increasing neutron number, and is in 

the parameters used in the calculation. 

rise to the factor 

increase in strength 

qualitative agreement with 

6.3.2. Binding energies 

In the framework of the present approach also single proton 
separation energies, 

S(P) = EB (2) - EB (2+1) 

can be calculated. For this purpose the single particle energy has to 

be taken into aCCOunt which we parametrized as 

£ h 11/2' 

o 
with Ehl1/2 

o 
£h II /2 + 0 N 

v 

-2.76 MeV and (3 '= -0.37 i1eV. The experimental and calcu .... 
lated values for S(P) are compared in Table 2. 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

TabZe 

~u 

147 

149 

151 

153 

155 

6.4. SUMMARy 

2. Single ppoton sepapation enepgies fop the 
EUY'Opiwn isotopes. 

experimental calculated 

3.22 MeV 3.21 MeV 
3.90 MeV 3.98 MeV 
4.69 HeV 4.70 MeV 
5.79 HeV 5.70 HeV 
6.56 HeV 6.56 MeV 
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In this chapter examples have been presented of calculated spectra 

for odd-A nuclei, showing that the particle-boson interaction has indeed 

only two important terms, the usual quadrupole- and the exchange force, 

as suggested by the microscopic theory discussed in the previous chapter. 

With the simple interaction (6.1) it is possible to reproduce the known 

properties of odd-A nuclei such as the favouring of the J = j-l state in 

vibrational and y-unstable nuclei and the occurrence of ground-state bands 

with K # j, or K # 1/2 in rotational nuclei. 

Furthermore it has been shown that also in the spectra of odd-A 

nuclei regularities occur resembling the dynamical symmetries for even

even nuclei. For the special case of a j = 3/2 particle coupled to anO(6) core 

the occurrence of a dynamical symmetry has been demonstrated. 

The calculation of the spectra of the odd Eu-isotopes sho\\Ts that in 

the IBFA model it is possible to explain in detail odd-A spectra in the 

transitional regions. 
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CHAPTER VI I SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Boson Approximation (IBA) Model as proposed 

by 

In the Interacting 

Arima and Iachello 1) a nucleus is described as a system of mutually 

interacting bosons. A boson can be either in an L o (s) or in an 

L = 2 (d) state. Furthermore, since the bosons are thougth of as 

collective states of nucleon pairs, the total number of bosons (s and 

d) is a conserved quantity. 

The IBA Hamiltonian can be regarded as a general transformation 

acting on a six dimensional space, spanned by the s-boson and the 

five components of the d, leaving the total number of bosons invariant. 

Consequently, the group structure underlying the lEA-model is U(6). 

In chapter 2 where the macroscopic aspects of the model are discussed,this 

symmetry assumes a central role. 

In the U(6) group three different chains of subgroups can be dis

tinguished, if one requires that 0(3) (angular momentum) be a subgroup. 

We label the three dynamica1
2

) symmetries by the first subgroup of 

each chain, SU(S)3), SU(3)4) and 0(6)S~ respectively. The solutions 

for these three limits show many similarities with three different 

cases in the geometrical picture
6
), namely the anharmonic vibrator, 

the axially symmetric deformed rotor and the gamma-unstable model, 

respectively. In contrast to the geometrical picture the three limits 

in the lEA-model are merely special cases of a more general Hamiltonian 

which can be diagonalized numerically. The lEA-model can therefore 

provide a detailed description not only at the limits, but also for 

'd' h' 7) 1.nterme 1.ate cases. For t 1.s purpose a computer program ,PHINT, 

has been written. Calculations for the Sm isotopes 8) are shown, 

illustrating the transition from an SU(5)-type of spectrum to an SU(3)

like spectrum. 

In the third chapter the microscopic aspects of the model are 

discussed. Here the same approach is taken as in ref. 9. The IBA

model can be seen as an approximation to the shell model, where, 

instead of describing the nucleus in terms of single nucleon degrees 

of freedom, it is described in terms of degrees of freedom of collective 

pairs of nucleons. To facilitate the calculations these pairs of 

nucleons are treated as bosons. From the properties of the underlying 

nucleon-nucleon interaction for like nucleons it turns out that only 

J = 0 (S) and J = 2 (D) pairs need to be ·considered to describe the 

low-lying collective states. 
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The difference between the neutron-proton interaction compared 

with the interaction between like nUcleons suggests that it may be 

necessary to introduce explicitly neutron and proton bosans. The major 

part of the interaction between like nucleons is accounted for by.the 

boson energies Cs and cd· We also show how the quadrupole term which 

plays a dominant role in the neutron-proton interaction gives rise to 

a strong neutron-proton boson-quadrupole interaction. 

This model has been applied to many different chains of isotopes IO), 

and good agreement has been· 'obtained. As an example calculations for 
. 1 1) . 

the Xe, Ea and Ce reglon are shown. In the numerlcal calculations 
the computer program NPBOS 12) has been used. 

The observation that in the version of the lBA-model in which 

neutron and proton bosans are distinguished explicitly (IBA-2) the cal

culated low-lying states are symmetric in the neutron and proton 

degrees of freedom, suggests that a relation can be derived between 

IBA-2 and the older version of the model~ IBA-l~ in which no 

distinction is made between neutron and proton bos
ons

. In chapter four 

a projection technique is proposed to relate the parameters of the two 

models. This relation is important since from numerical point of view 

the IBA-1 model is easier to implement while in the microscopic 

treatment the IBA-2 model is more transparent. Application to the Nd, 

Sm and Gd region shows that this technique works reasonably well. 

The theory of odd-A nuclei has been discussed in chapter five. 

They are described as an odd-particle coupled to the system of s-

and d-bosons
13

) (IBFA-model). The particle-boson interaction is 

derived from the neutron-proton quadrupole force. Two terms dominate: 

a particle-boson quadrupole interaction and a so-called exchange force. 

The former is closely related to the conventional particle-core inter

action. The latter is new and can be related to the fermion seniority 

changing part of the quadrupole operator for the odd particle. 

In chapter six the typical spectra that can be obtained when 

cOupling and odd particle to an even-even core are shown, with core 

Hamiltonians chosen at each of the three limiting cases, SUeS), SU(3) 

and 0(6). In these calculations 1S
) the particle-boson interaction was 

varied to simulate gradual filling of the shell occupied by the odd 

particle. The calculations show that the IEFA-model reproduces charac" 

teristic properties of the spectra of odd-A nuclei. For example, in 
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't d unique parity level has the vibrational limit, the first eXCL e 

(J·-2) if the single particle orbit j is nearly empty, spin J 

versus J . h If occupied. For a particle (j-l) if the level LS a 

an SU(3) core the propertLes coupled to , of the Nilsson scheme are 

d to an 0(6) core there are d d wh'le for a particie couple repro lice -'- 1 

. . th geometrical mode . ·1 ·ti s with similar calculatLons Ln e many SLmL arL e h 

1 ,25) It is important to note that all t ese for gamma-unstable nuc eL . 

f a single Hamiltonian. In the examples are merely special cases 0 

, 1 to include intermediate cases IBFA-model it is therefore as S1mp e 

IBA-model for even-even nuc eL. as it was in the 1 , As an example cal-

shown in which the Samarium cores 
(S) 1 ·1 to SU(3)-like, vary from SU - Lee 

f supersymmetries, This field is still open for is the occurrence 0 

Only for few cases the occurrence of a further investigation. 

been demonstrated 16) , In section 6.2.4 this dynamical symmetry has 

, ~ 3/2 particle coupled to an 0(6) core is shown for the case of a J 

by the exphcL t f h genera tors of the underlying . . construction 0 t e 

groups. t. d 

IBA-model have hardly been men Lone Several applications of the , 

. 1 d i) the calculation of negatLve at all in this work. These Lnc u e , 

8 17) , clei through the introductLon of a states' Ln even-even nu parity 
.n _ 3-
J - degree of free om, LL d .. ) the calculation of form-factors for 

. (') 18) which appears to be rather elastic scatterLng such as e,e • ." 

structure of the bosons, and 1L1) the sensitive to the microscopic 

calculation of the spreading width 

Another interesting aspect of 

19) of deeply-bound hole states • 

the IBA-model is the relation 

with the geometrical model. Ref. 20 shows how 20) the classical shape 
of the nucleus is re ate to a 1 d general IBA-Hamiltonian. Furthermore 
phase transitions, arising for example 

. 11 21) can be calculated algebra1ca y 
in the Sm and Gd isotopes, 

We conclude with a list of some questLons . which require further 
attention. 

In the phenomenological IBA-2 calculatLons . the ad hoc introduction 
of a HaJorana . force appeared to be necessary. This term might have 

, the Hamiltonian such as the monoits origin in the omission of terms Ln 

pole and 

It might 
h neutron-proton interaction. hexadecapole component in t e 

. f the coupling . the effect~ve interact10n rom also arise Ln -'-

) space to non-collective states. Furthermore, of states in the (S-D 



applications of the IBA-HamiI toni an 22) 
to the Pt isotopes 

that an introduction of a term cub' . h suggest 
. ~c ~n t e U(6) generators . h 
lmprove the fit considerably A d t .1 mlg t 

. e 81 ed comparison wi th 
calculations might clarify shell-model 

some of these points. 
Shell-model or other microscopic 23) 

calculations 'II 
useful to determine the WI also be 

coefficients a and B d 
scopic structure of j jj I efining the micro-

the s- and d-bo Th 
in the - . SOn. ese are of special importance calculatIon of quantit' 

Ies more directly related t h 
nucleon degrees of freedom h '0 t e single 

sue as form factors Th 
r 1 . • ese play an important o e In the calculation of odd-A nuc1el. 

as well. 
For the application of the"" 

lEA-model to odd-A . 
to test' d . nucle~ it is important' ~n eta~l the validity f 

o the various approximations 

t
dheerirvBi'FnAg_ thde 1expression for the particle-boson interaction made in 

mo e . Further appl' . as used in 
Lcat~ons will reveal th 

all important terms have been included in the e extent to which 
will also show whether the l' IBFA Hamiltonian. They 
solely by the coup Lng of an odd proton is determined 

neutron quadrupole operator, as 
scopic th suggested by the micro-eory, or rather the matter 
f quadrupole operator, 

rom preliminary calculations in the PI t' , as suggested 
a ~num regLon 

The relation of the IBA-mod 1 . . 
e w~th the geometrical d 

now been studied by several authors 20 ,21) escription has 
I . The relation f th BFA-models with other 0 elBA and 

to be investigated26) 
boson-type models23,24) , 

~s only now beginning 
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APPENDIX A - COEFFICIENTS OF FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE 

In the numerical calculation of the matrix elements of the 

Hamiltonian and other operators the coefficients of fractional 

parentage (cfp) technique is used. The cfp are defined as 

Idll,a,L,M> == " [ n-1 (' , ) I) n 1 I n-I , , l d ,0: ,L ,d,L d ,0,L d ,0: ,L ,d ,1,M> ex I j I n , (A.1) 

where the coefficient between square brackets ~s the efp. 

The state at the loh.s. of eg. (A.]) is fully symmetric in the n-bosons 

while the state at the r.h.s. is fully symmetric in the first Cn-I) 

. d' th Th . bosans, qut not symmetr~ze ~n the n boson. e cfp takes luta account 
h ff f '. h th b . h h tee ect 0 symmetrlzatlon of ten OBan Wlt respect to t e other 

(n-l) bosans. 

The cfp are closely related to the reduced matrix elements of the 
d-boson creation operator, 

<dn,a,Llldtlldn-l,a',L'> "" vnL[dn - 1.(ct',L').d,L!}dn ,a,L] (A.2) 
where L "" I2L+I'. 
In the following we will work with these m.e. rather than directly 

with the cfp. In eq. (A.2), ex stands for the quantum number nS and no' 

where nS "" (nd-v)/2 counts the number of d-boson pairs coupled to 

L "" 0. The boson seniority v has been introduced in eq. (2.17). 

In order to calculate the cfp raising and lowering operators for 

nS and no are introduced. For nS we can use the usual quasi-spin 
operators, 

(A.3) 

and 

So ~ I[S ,S 1 ~ l I(dtd + ddt). 
- + mm mm 

m 

It is not possible to construct raising and lowering operators 

for no which commute with the quasi-spin operators (A.3). However, 
we can introduce the operators 

creating annihilating a triplet of bosons coupled to L 
0. Special 

care has to be taken here since the commutators 

and 

(2 2 2) (_l)m" 
ill m' m" 

t [S ,[S ,T)] ~ 2[S ,T) 
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(A.5a) 

(A.5b) 

in general do not vanish. This gives rise to the difficulty that in 

general the states 

T In,n ,il.r,L,H> 
+ S u (A.6a) 

and 

(A.6b) 

are 

!n+3,ns = nS+l, n8 = no,L,M> 

not orthogonal. By definition 

state (A.6a) is orthogonal to the 

of no' as will 

states with nS 

T 
+ 

and T 

be shown later, the 

nS and n8 ~ (no+l). 

discussed below, be can therefore, with some restrictions as 

used as step operators for no' 

Using the properties of the quasi-spin operators we obtain the 

useful relations 

and 

L'> = , 

n-2no+ 1 II d t II dn- 2nS 0 'L' > <d )J ,0,no,L , ,no' 

These relation determine the nS dependence of the cfp. The 

discussion can therefore be restricted to the case Us = D. 

. h ° can be calculated The cfp for states WLt nS = no = 

expression 

where 

" M ' (L 2 LO) In,O,O,L,M> ~ N L (-1) L -M ill M 

MO,m ° 
I c 

p,q p,q 
sP Tq 

[n-k,O,O,L,M> • + + 

o < k 2p + 3q < n p ~ 0, q ~ 0, integer. 

(A. 7) 

following 

using the 

(A.9) 

(A.IO) 
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The state /n,O,O,L,M> has to be orthonorrnalized to all states with 

Us # 0 and/or no # O. Because of 

can be chosen arbitrarily in eq. 
this explicit orthogonalization L 

, 0 
(A.9). Orthogonality is satisfied 

by the requirement that the overlap with 

<n-k,o,o,L,M!S~ T~ 
(A.11) 

vanishes for all p and q satisfy'ng (A 10) f 
J.. • • rom this we obtain a set 

of (m-I) linear equations. Together with the normalization condition 
these are sufficient to solve f th ( 1) k 

From eg. (A.9) we thus obtain 
or e m- un nOlvns C and N. 

p,q 

where N depends ou L, La and N. It can be shown that liN 
L < n. 

o for 

(A. 12) 

Following the above procedure the efp can be determined for states 

with n = O. For n # 0 a similar procedure can be followed 

l,n,O,n"L,H> ~ N'M I (_Om 1: (L 2 LO\dt ln_1 0 n -1 L 'M >+ 
u O,m -H III Mol m "0' 0' 0 

(A.13) 

Ajn,O,no-l,L,M> - nln,l,n
6

-1,L,M> - Cl n ,],n
6

-2,L,M> . 

In here A, Band C can be determined from orthonormality requirements, 
for example 

(A. 14) 

The m.e. appearing at the r.h.s. of (A.14) has been 1 
ca culated before. 

N' is determined by the normalization condition 

1. 
(A.15) 

From eq. (A.I3) two reduced matrix elements can be deduced 

(A.16) 
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and by making use of this expression 

(A. 17) 

In arriving at these results it is used that i) d t can at most raise 

no by one unit and ii) d
t 

can only lower no by one unit if at the 

same time nS is increased by one. 

In eq. (A.I3) it is sufficient to consider only three extra terms 

while in eq. (A.9) the number of terms increases with increasing n 

since the operator T+ had to be used. In eq. (A.13) the fact is used 

that the states with n8 < n are already defined. 

The above equations are solved by using a recurrent procedure. 

To determine the cfp for the n-boson system first those for (n-I) 

bosons have to be determined. Using these cfp all matrix elements 

needed to solve eq. (A.9) can be calculated. The cfp for no = 1 are 

determined by eq. (A.16). With these eq. (A.17) can be solved and in 

turn eq. (A.16) for no = 2 and so on. The cfp may be calculated ana

lytically by solving each of these recurring chain of equations. 

Using the cfp, or equivalently, the reduced matrix elements of d t , 

the matrix elements of all operators can be calculated aasily in the 

SUeS) basis. The term in the Hamiltonian that connects states with 

6nd = + 1 for example can be calculated as 

n . I i" t (2) -- (2) (0)1 
< [N],d d,nS,no,L,M [ (s d) (dd) ] 0 [N] 

(A.18) 

<n nil ntl kll dtll n -1 nJl! nil! k'> 
d'S' 6' d' S • 6 • 

by inserting twice a complete set of states. The calculation of the 

m.e. of the nd = ~ 2 term is more simple since we can use eq. (A.3) 
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and the relations 

where v ~ lld - 2nS and 

2 v u 
NuS, v"" <d ,0, no ,L,Mj S _.BS~.B I d v, O,u

6 
,L,M> 

giving 

(A.19) 

us! r(v+ US+5/2)/r(v+5/2) 

(A-20) 

(A. 21) 

Similar equations can be derived f th h 
or e ot er operators such as the E2 transition Operator. 
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SAUENVATTI NG 

In het "Interacting Boson Approximation ll (lBA) model wordt een 

even-even kern beschreven als een systeem van onderling wisselwerkende 
bosonen, waarbij een boson wordt t 1 

opgeva a seen kollektief paar 
cleanen, met een relatief impuls moment L ~ 0 (s-boson) of L ~ 2 
boson). 

nu-

(d-

In het algemene geval kunnen de eigen toestanden van dit systeern 

numeriek worden bepaald. Als de boson Hamiltoniaan e"hter een 
'- dynamische 

symmetrie heeft, kan een vol1edige analytische, oplossing van het 

probleem worden gegeven. De symmetrieen blijken OVereen te komen met 

drie tot~al verschillende limieten in het kollektieve model van Bohr 

en Hattelson, n.l. die van de anharmonische vibrator, de axiaal syrn

metrische rotor en de zogenaamde 1ty-unstable" rotor. Het is echter in 

dit laatstgenoemde model nagenoeg 1" 
onmoge ~Jk kernspectra te beschrijven 

die qua struktuur bij geen van de drie limieten thuishoren. Aan de 

hand van eenvoudige berekeningen aan de spectra van de even Samarium 

(Sm) isotopen wordt aangetoond dat het l'n h I 
et BA-model mogelijk is 

spectra te reproduceren die qua struktuur t d" 
ussen e llmleten inliggen . 

In de Sm isotopen is er een g 1 'd I' 'j 
eel e lJ(e overgang van spectra waarneem-

baar, 

axiale 

typisch voor de 

rotor (l56 Sm). 
vibratielimiet (148 Sm) naar dl'e . 

, tYPlsch voor een 
Naast excitatie-energieen worden nog een groot 

aantal nd ' h 
a ere elgensc appen, zoals E2 overgangswaarschijnlijkheden, 

kwantitatief gereproduceerd in het gehe1e 
overgangsgebied. 

Het principe van het IBA-model, het beschrijven van kernen in 

termen van s- en d-bosonen , kan ook worden afgeleid op basis van een 
puur mikroskopische theorie 

gebouwd 

dat ook 

is, uit neutronen en 
zoals the schillenmodel. Daar de kern op

protonen heeft dit ais logische konsekwentie 
neutron- en proton-bosonen 

onderscheiden dienen te worden. Dit 

bovenbedoeide meer phenomenologische versie van 
is niet gedaan in de 

het model (IBA-l). 

De Hamiltoniaan die uit d 'k . 
e ml roskOPlsche afleiding voIgt heeft 

slechts twee belangrijke termen, een d-boson energie £, (afkomstig van 

de korte dracht wisselwerking tussen identieke Ilucleonen) en een sterke 

neutron-boson proton-boson kwadrupool-kwadrupool wisselwerking. Dit 

model (IBA-2), waarbij de d-bo-son energie £ en de 
parameters in de kwa

drupool wisselwerking als vrije parameters worden 
behandeld is toegepast 
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op de even Ce, Ba en Xe isotopen. Een konsistente beschrijving van tal 

van eigenschappen van de kernen in dit gebied van het periodiek systeem 

is mogelijk met parameters die slechts langzaam van kern tot kern ver

anderen. Het interessante van deze serie kernen is dat er voorbeelden 

te vinden zijn van de spectra van aIle drie de bovengenoemde limieten. 

De gevonden parameters blijken kwalitatief in overeensternming te zijn 

met de mikroskopische voorspellingen. In kombinatie met de gevonden 

parameters kan de mikroskopische theorie gebruikt worden om de spectra 

van nag niet experimenteel waargenomen kernen te voorspellen. 

Het is mogelijk om in het kader van het IBA-model ook oneven-A 

kernen te beschrijven. Hiertoe moet een fermion vrijheidsgraad gekoppeld 

worden aan de· bosonen. Door gebruik te maken van de bovengenoemde mikro

skopische theorie is aangetoond dat er in de koppeling van het fermion 

aan de bosonen twee belangrijke krachten werkzaam zijn, een normale 

kwadrupool wisselwerking en een "exchange" kracht. Deze exchange kracht 

brengt het effect van het Pauli principe in rekening, komende van het 

feit dat de bosonen opgebouwd zijn uit paren nucleonen, die van dezelfde 

soort kunnen zijn als het extra aangekoppelde nucleon. Het deze twee 

termen is het mogelijk de grote verscheidenheid van'waargenomen spectra 

van oneven-A kernen te reproduceren, In het lEA-model kunnen zowel 

limietgevallen als tussenliggende oplossingen eenvoudig, d.w.z. door 

varia tie van slechts een parameter, worden beschreven. Het is nu 

interessant am te zien of dit ook geldt voor oneven-A kernen. Hiertoe 

is een berekening gedaan aan de energieniveaus in de on even Europium 

isotopen, die opgevat kunnen worden als een proton gekoppeld aan de Sm 

isotopen. 

Konkluderend kan worden gesteld dat aangetoond is dat het in het 

lEA-model mogelijk is een geunificeerde beschrijving te geven van de 

kollektieve eigenschappen van middelzware en zware kernen. Dit geldt 

zowel voor even-even als VOor oneven-A kernen. 
I 
I 
f: 
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